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FOREWORD

The Fourth Annual International Conference of the Nuclear

Target Development Society was held at Argonne, Illinois, on 30 September,

1—2 October 1975. It was a pleasure for Argonne National Laboratory

to sponsor the conference which was organized by the Physics Division

and Materials Science Division of the Laboratory.

The total registration was 48. Of these, 28 were

participants from other laboratories; 11 -were from foreign countries.

This relatively small group of people includes a significant fraction of

all those who are target makers.

Remarks of welcome were extended to the conference by

Dr. R. G. Sachs, Director of Argonne National Laboratory.

The subject matter of the conference was divided into four

sessions, each introduced by an invited paper of a selected subject of

general nature. The first of these dealt with general techniques for

making evaporations and with methods for measuring target thickness.

Focussed ion beam sputtering, a relatively new and interesting technique,

was the subject of the second. The third discussed a topic of particular

future concern for target makers; the manufacture of targets for high

resolution studies with heavy ion reactions. The fourth invited paper

was a discussion of making targets using electron gun systems. This

type of evaporation often succeeds where others fail.

The conference dinner was held on Monday evening.

Dr. Lowell M. Bollinger, Physics Division Director, gave the opening
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remarks as well as a short description of the history and functions of

the laboratory. The after dinner speaker was Dr. Michael Isaacson,

Professor at the University of Chicago, who gave a talk on the new electron

microscope which they have developed at the University.

The third day of the conference consisted of a tour of

Argonne National Laboratory and one of Fermi National Accelerator

Laboratory.

In preparing this volume of Proceedings, in general the

articles were published as received from the authors. We would like to

thank those who contributed manuscripts for this volume. Their courtesy

and promptness were essential for prompt publication.

Thanks are also due to Miriam Holden and her conference

planning staff at Argcnne who dtrected the housing and travel accomodations

and coordinated most of the physical arrangements of the conference.

We wish to gratefully acknowledge the efforts of David Kurth,

illustrator of the Physics Division, who was responsible for the cover

design for the conference program as well as that of the Proceedings.

Finally, it is a pleasure to thank Margot Smith, secretary

from the Physics Division, for her assistance in putting together the

Proceedings and the conference program and for sending out the several

mailings and letters.

G. E. Thomas
Conference Co-chairman
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A Brief History of the Society

W. D. Rial - President

The first meeting of a group of target makers was held in Montreal,

Canada at the University's Accelerator Department and was called together

by E. H. Woodburn, their targetmaker, on May 25, 1972. It was attended

by all the full-time target makers Mr. Woodburn could discover - 13. The

attendees ranged from neophites to people with 20 years experience. It

was an exciting time, as many mutual problems were discussed along with

widely diverging techniques to solve them. We all came away with the feeling

that one week would have been more appropriate to cover so much ground

than the one day alloted.

W. D. Riel, target maker at Stony Brook University, New York, felt

strongly that the time had come for a formal organization, as target making

information had too long been buried in obscurity. A two day meeting was

held at Stony Brook in October of 1973 on an informal basis with some

invited papers and round table discussions. Twenty-two people attended

and the Nuclear Target Development Society was born. Officers were

elected and Mr. James Evans published the first "Newsletter" in August,

1974. It was a mini-journal of a year of contributions from the membership.

The cost of these two meetings came from the two universities

concerned and out of pocket donations of the members.

Atomic Energy of Canada financed the first Newsletter and the next

meeting was held at Chalk River in Canada. Mr. Wayne Perry decided the

time had come for a formal meeting. A splendid job was done by the Chalk

River people and 21 papers were presented with over 80 attendees - approxi-

mately 20% representing European laboratories.

The next meeting is, of course, the one so ably handled by G. E.

Thomas and F. Karasek et al. - sponsored by Argonne and represented in

this proceedings.



A Brief History of the Society - continued

The future? Incorporation - to place the organization firmly on

its own two financial feet to bear the costs cf meetings, proceedings and

ever-increasing requests for publications and reprints.

More colaboration with our colleagues in various countries,

including joint meetings, is desirable.

Finally, and perhaps most important, it will provide a place for

target makers to meet, publish and make their information readily

available to those who require it - a book, a journal?

In any event, the future looks bright simply because a target makers

Society is an idea whose time has come.

Dan Riel



MINUTES OF THE BUSINESS I1EETIHG OF THE NUCLEAR TARGET DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY HELD
ON SEPT. 30, 1975.

The President, Dan Riel inquired as to whether there wereexcess monies from

the Argonne Meeting. George Thomas replied that he liiougrht expenses were exceed-

ing income. Hext the matter of incorporation of the Society was brought before

the group. The group was asked for objections to incorporation and none were

offered. Don Ramsay had investigated the possibilities and gave the following

information:

1. It would cost about $350 for incorporation through a California atty.

2. We must elect a board of directors viho meet at least once per year.

3. There must be at least three board members, preferably not officers.

U. Any suggestions such as by-laws, rules, constitution, etc. should be
given to the lawyer to include in the Articles of Incorporation.

Election of the board members was deferred to allow cogitation.

Under Old Business, Bob Klein reported on the results of his questionaire

concerning isotope availability and forms from ORML. Some members had not had

access to the questionaire, so it was announced that forms would be made avail-

able and that Bob Klein would complete the study and forward the results to ORNL.

Next the Newsletter was discussed. Bill Lowzowski reported general apathy

to the call for articles and the final outcome was the decision to try one more

year at least. He graciously volunteered for one more term as Editor.

The following Board of Directors as nominated from the floor and unanimously

elected: Don Ramsay, Dan Riel, Peter Maier-Komor, Arthur Peck and Jack Stinson.

It was further decided to leave suggestions concerning dues, fees and membership

qualifications to the Board.

Respectfully Submitted,

Joanne M. Heagney

Secretary-Treasurer
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TARGET PREPARATIONS AND THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS*

H. L. Adalr and E. H. Kobisk

Union Carbide Corporation, Nuclear Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Solid State Division

P. O. Box X, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

ABSTRACT

A wide variety of isotope target preparative methods have

been used, including rolling of metals, vapor deposition,

electrodeposition9 chemical vapor deposition, and sputtering,

to obtain thin and thick films of most elements or compounds

of elements in the Periodic Table. Host thin films prepared

for use in self-supported form as well as those deposited on

substrates require thickness measurement (atom count and

distribution) and/or thickness uniformity determination before

being used in nuclear research, In this paper, some preparative

methods will be described together with thickness and uniformity

determination procedures applicable to samples being prepared

(in situ) and to completed samples. Only nondestructive

methods are considered applicable to target samples prepared by

the ORNL Solid State Division, Isotope Research Materials

Laboratory. Thickness or areal density measurements of sufficient

sophistication to yield errors of <±1% have been achieved with

regularity. A statistical analysis procedure is applied which

avoids error caused by balance zero-point drift in direct weight

measurement methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Targets of both stable and radioactive materials are required by

experimentors for various areas of nuclear or atomic research. Many thin

self-supporting targets are used by physicists to obtain more information

Research sponsored by the ti. S. Atomic Energy Research and Development

Administration under contract with the Union Carbide Corporation.



about nuclear structure by bombarding the target nuclei with charged

particles and examining the nuclear states formed. Other targets may be

used in precision cross-section measurements. In most instances, the

methods used in preparing and characterizing the targets is dictated by

what the experimentor can tolerate with respect to impurities and thick-

ness variations.

The Isotope Research Materials Laboratory (IRML) at the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory was established to provide targets of any material

which cannot be obtained commercially. Methods used by IRML to determine

the thickness, uniformity, and impurities in the samples will be described.

A brief summary of the target preparation techniques is given.

II. TARGET PREPARATION METHODS

In many instances the techniques used by IRML to prepare targets of

the various materials are similar to standard techniques described in the

literature. However, since most of the samples prepared by IRML consist

of very expensive isotopic materials, many of the standard techniques must

be modified or new methods established to minimize the amount of material

consumed in the process.1

Normally, separated isotopic materials are inventoried as a compound.

Before rolling, the material is reduced to its elemental form and then

melted or sintered into a bead. The consolidated mass is flattened by

using a hydraulic press and then rolled to the desired thickness. Normally

the metal is placed in a stainless steel sandwich for rolling which

prevents the material from adhering to the rolls of the mill and enables a

much thinner foil to be prepared. A list of the various samples and thick-

ness ranges of materials prepared by the rolling process is included in

Table 1.

Vacuum Evaporation

Rolling is by far the most conservative process with regard to ma-

terial loss in preparing thin targets. However, to obtain ultrathin

targets of isotopes in their elemental form and to obtain both thin and

thick targets of materials in compound form, vacuum evaporation is frequently

used. The vacuum evaporation process is very inefficient and frequently



TABLE 1. Target Preparations

Legend: a
b
c
d
f

Element

Aluminum

Americium

Antimony

Arsenic

Barium

Beryllium

Bismuth

Boron

Bromine

Cadmium

Calcium

— evaporation 1 —
— rolling 2 —
— electrolytic deposition 3 —
— casting or pressing
—— miscellaneous

Range of Thickness,
pg/cm2

5 to 12,000
150 up

1 up
1000 up

500 to 3000

10 to 200

10 to 1000

2000 up

Undetermined

500 to 15,000
10 to Undetermined

20 to 250
10 to 1000

1C to 1000
5000 up

10 to 200
1000 up

10 to 1000
700 up

Method of
Preparation

a
a
d

a
b

a

a

a
d

a,b

a

a
a

a
a

a
d

a
b
d

a
b
d

self-supporting
metal backing
thin carbon

Backing

2
1
1

2
1

1

2

2
1
1,2

1,2,3

1
2

1
2

2
1

2
1
1

2
1
1

Form of
Deposit

Al
Al
Al

Am or Oxide
Am

Sb

As

Salt
Salt
Ba

Be

Bi
Bi

B
B

Bromide
Bromide

Cd
Cd
Cd

Ca
Ca
Ca or
Carbonate

Target size, price and delivery schedule are available upon request.
Rolled foils are usually l x l in.2.



Element
Range of Thickness,

ug/em2

Californium 0.001 to 1.0

Carbon
Normal
Isotopic

Cerium

Cesium

Chlorine

Chromium

Cobalt

Copper

Curium

Dysprosium

Erbium

Europium

Fluorine

Gadolinium

Gallium

Germanium

1.5 to 200
10 to 200

10 to Undetermined

10 to 1000

10 to 1000
5000 up

300 up
10 to Undetermined
100 to 300

500 up
10 up
100 to 1000

500 up
10 to 1000
200 up

10 up

1000 up
10 up

10 to Undetermined
1000 up

10 to Undetermined
1000 up

25 to 500

1000 up
10 up

10 to Undetermined
10 to 200

10 up
20 to Undetermined

Method of
Preparation

c
f

a
f

a

a

a
d

c
a
d
a

b
a
a

b
c
a
d

a

b
a

a
b

a
b

a

b
a

a
a
d

a
a

Back!

2
2,3

1
2

2

2

2
1

t

1

2
1

1
2
1
1

2,3

1
2

2
1

2
1

2

1
2

2
3
1

2
1

Form of
Deposit

Oxide
Oxide

C
C

Ce Oxide

Salt

Salt
Salt

Cr
Cr
Cr
Cr

Co
Co
Co

Cu
Cu
Cu
Cu

Oxide

Dy
Dy

Er
Er

Eu
Eu

Fluoride

Gd
Gd

Ga
Ga2O3

Ge
Ge



Range of Thickness,
Pg/cm2

10 up
Undetermined

Hafnium Undetermined

3H Adsorbed on Zr, Y, Ti or Er
2K 100 up

Method of
Preparation

a
a
d

Backing

2
1
1

Form of
Deposit

Au
Au
Au

Hf

Tritide

Indium

Iridium

Iron

Lanthanum

Lead

Lithium

Lutetium

Magnesium

Manganese

Mercury

Molybdenum

Neodymium

5000 up
10 up

10 to 100
10 to Undetermined

500 up
10 up

10 to Undetermined
1000 up

7000 up
500 to 8000
10 to 1000

4000 to any cast size
10 to 500
10 to 500

10 to Undetermined

150 up
Up to 20,000

300 to 1600
10 to Undetermined

1000 to 4000
Undetermined

10 to 1000
500 up

10 to Undetermined
1000 up

b
a
d

a
f

b
a
d

a
b
d

b
a
a
d

b,d
a
a

a

b
a
d

a
a

c
a

a
b

a
b

1
2
1

C
M

 
C

M

1
2
1

2
1
1

1
1
2

1
3
2

2

1
1
1

1
2

on Au
2

2
1

2
1

In
In
In

Ir
Ir

Fe
Fe
Fe

La
La
La

Pb
Pb
Pb
Pb

Li
LiH
Li

Lu

Mg
Mg
Mg

Mn
Mn

Hg
Salt

Mo
Mo

Nd
Nd



Range of Thickness, Method of Form of

Element Mg/cm2 Preparation Backing Deposit

Neptunium 10 up a 2,3 Oxide

Nickel 500 up b 1 Ni

10 up a 2 Ni
d 1 Ni

Niobium 10 up a 2 Nb
1000 up b 1 Nb

Palladium 1000 up b 1 Pd
10 up a 2 Pd

£ 1 Pd

Platinum 1000 up b 1 Pt
10 up a 2 Pt

d 1 Pt

Plutonium 1 up a 2 Oxide
5000 up b 1 Pu (12 Al)

Potassium 7500 to any cast size b,d 1 K

Praseodymium 1000 up b 1 Pr
10 up a 2 Pr

Promethium 10 up a 2 Pm Oxide
a 2 Pm

Undetermined b 1 Pm

Samarium 1000 up b 1 Sm
10 up a 2 Sm

Scandium 10 up a 2 Sc
1000 up b 1 Sc

Selenium 300 to 5000 a 1 Se
10 to 5000 a 2 Se

d 1 Se

Silver 10T0 up b 1 Ag
100 to 5000 a 1 Ag
10 to 1000 a 2 Ag

d 1 Ag

Silicon 10 to 1000 a 2 Si
50 to 400 a 1 Si
10 to 150 a 2,3 SiO2
25 to 150 a 1 SiO2

Sodium 7500 to any cast size b,d 1 Ha



Range of Thickness,
Element

Strontium

Sulfur

Tantalum

Technetium

Tellurium

Terbium

Thallium

Thorium

Thulium

Tin

Titanium

Tungsten

Uranium

Vanadium

Ytterbium

Yttrium

lig/cm*

2000 up

SOOO up
10 to 100

1000 up
10 to 1000

10 to 1000
10 up

10 to 1000

1000 up
10 up

8000 up
10 up

4000 up
10 up

1000 up
10 up

3000 up
10 to 1000
100 to 4000

500 up
10 up

In Cu matrix
>2000

10 up
2000 up

1000 up
10 up

10 to Undetermined
1000 up

10 to Undetermined
700 up

Method of
Preparation

b

d
a

b
a

a
c

a
d

b
a

b
a

b
a

b
a

b
a
a

b
a

b
d

a
b

b
a

a
b

a
b

Backing

1

1
2

1
2

2
2

2,3
1

1
2

1
2

1
3

1
2

1
2
1

1
2

2
1

2
1

1
2

2
1

2
1

Form of
Deposit

Sr

S

s
Ta
Ta

Tc
Tc

Te
Te

Tb
Tb

Tl
Tl

Th
Th

Tm
Tm

Sn
Sn
Sn

Ti
Ti

H
W

Oxide
U

V
V

Yb
Yb

Y
Y



Range of Thickness, Method of Form of
yg/cm2 Preparation Backing Deposit

1000 up b 1 Zn
10 up a 2 Zn

Zirconium 500 up b 1 Zr
10 to 5000 a 2 Zr

evaporation efficiencies of only 1% are obtained. In general, resistance,

electron bombardment, or radiofrequency heating are used by IRML to

evaporate the materials which are subsequently condensed on many different

substrate materials.

In addition to evaporation efficiency, crucible compatibility with

the element or compound must be considered when evaporating the various

materials. Normally, expensive isotopic materials are evaporated from

tubular carbon, molybdenum, tungsten, or tantalum crucibles similar to

those shown in Fig. 1. For normal assay or less costly isotopic materials,

commercial electron bombardment guns (Fly. 2) are used to vaporize the

material. All actinide materials are evaporated by using an electron

bombardment gun or by using radiofrequency heating and tantalum or

tantalum carbide crucibles. The vacuum reduction-distillation technique

is frequently used to prepare elemental targets or high purity metals

directly from oxides.2"1* A schematic of the system used for the prepara-

tion of Cm, Am, and Fu metals is shown in Fig. 3.

Electroplating

Electroplating is used by IRML to prepare targets that are not readily

formed by other processes. In particular targets of uranium and 252Cf

are prepared by this process. The exact procedures are described in the

literature and will not be described here.5'6

Sputtering

Sputtering is another technique which is used to prepare targets of

various materials such as A12O3 which are difficult or impossible to

prepare by other techniques. An inherent problem in this process is the

preparation of sputtering targets which are used as the bulk source of
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material to be deposited by the sputtering process. A large number of

sputtering targets can be obtained commercially, but IRML prepares isotopic

sputtering targets since these are unavailable. The target electrode of a

commercial sputtering system has been modified to permit sputtering targets

of 6.4 cm diam instead of the 12.7 cm diam targets for which the system was

originally designed. Rolled isotopic foils are used as sputtering targets

from which material, is sputtered and collected on various substrates; this

method has proved to be a very reproducible process.

Levitation Melting and Arc Melting

Frequently high purity metal beads of alloys of various elements and/or

isotopes are required and are prepared by either arc melting or levitation

melting. Figure 4 shows a 100-mg sample of molybdenum being levitated.

Levitation melting has the advantage of producing a more homogeneous alloy

because of stirring effects (eddy currents) induced by the opposing magnetic

fields.3

Chemical Vapor Deposition

Chemical vapor deposition of metals from their respective hydrides and

halides is used to form films and bulk coatings of isotopic materials such

as silicon and zirconium.7 These elements are very reactive at elevated

temperatures and films or high purity samples are difficult to prepare by

other methods.

111. TARGET CHARACTERIZATION BY THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS

After preparing the desired target in a specified configuration, it

becomes necessary to characterize the sample with respect to thickness,

uniformity) and impurities.

Accelerator targets are most frequently described by their weight per

unit area or "areal density" for significant reasons. Dse of the areal

density concept inherently avoids a linear measurement of thickness which

may be impossible to perform nondestructively. Linear measurements can

lead to grossly erroneous values of atom content by virtue of included

microscopic voids or a mixture of various crystal phases. Linear thickness

is translated into the number of nuclei in the target by using a value of

theoretical bulk density of the target material. A weight measurement,
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however, is directly proportional to the number of nuclei in the target

provided the stoichiometry of the target is known. Weight measurements

can be made during and/or after target preparation by a variety of methods

with an accuracy of-i ±0.52 in some cases.

Weighing

The most frequently used method for determining areal density of a

target is by weighing the sample directly on either an analytical or micro-

balance. A number of laboratories have constructed a special weighing room

wherein temperature, humidity, and air currents are regulated so that

reproducible and accurate weight determinations can be made. In the normal

laboratory environment, connective currents, vibration, and myriad other

perturbations make weight measurements difficult. However, for samples

which contain >10 sng of material, weight measurements in a laboratory

environment can be made to £0.5%. Frequently experimenters require

samples, having a total weight of <10 mg, to be weight-determined to an

accuracy ofs0.52; this normally creates only a small problem for samples

>1 mg. However, for samples <1 mg or samples which require weighing in a

glove-box environment, special precautions must be taken to achieve the

desired accuracy. One method which has proven highly useful is accomplished

by using a weighing scheme developed by the National Bureau of Standards.8

In this scheme the sample(s) and standard weights, of approximately the

same weight as the sample, are weighed in a particular sequence. At the

end of the sequence, the sensitivity of the balance can be determined;

normal zero-point drift of the balance does not effect the final weight

determination. Sequence weighing is easily programmable to give an output

of final weights for each sample together with uncertainties at a desired

confidence level. This technique has been routinely used by IRML for mass

determinations of vapor deposited films and reactor dosimeter samples.

For most mass measurements a Mettier M5 microbalance is used which

has a stated precision of 1 microgram. For very small samples a Perkin-

Elmer electronic balance or a Mettler UM7 microbalance is used. The

Perkin-Eliaer electronic balance has a capacity of 100 mg and can read 1 mg

to the nearest C.I micrograia. The UM7 has a 2 mg capacity and a precision

of ±0.1 micrograms. The Perkin-Elmer electronic balance and the Mettler
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UM7 microbalance are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. A Mettler M5

microbalance for weighing chemically reactive materials has been installed

in a glove box having an argon atmosphere, Fig. 7.

An example of reproducibility in weight determinations is provided in

Fig. 8. More than 200 samples of boron and lithium crystals in the weight

range 50-300 micrograms were weighed at Atomics International, Canoga Park,

California, on a Perkin-Elmer electronic balance. The samples were sent to

IRML and reweighed on the same type of balance using the MBS weighing

scheme. Figure 8 shows results of this comparison. In almost every case

the agreement was better than ±1%.

Many of the errors introduced by weighing samples in air can be

eliminated by using a vacuum microbalance. To better define the amount of

material deposited on a substrate, a vacuum microbalance was obtained from

the Central Bureau of Nuclear Measurements (CBKM) at Mol, Belgium. In

addition to weighing targets under vacuum, the balance can be used to

calibrate quartz resonant crystals that can subsequently be used for ̂ n situ

weight measurements during vapor deposition. At CSNM the balance is being

used in the production of "standard" targets prepared using boron or uranium

and having a layer thickness defined to ±0.3%.

The vacuum microbalance is shown in Fig. 9. A fused-silica balance

beam is held to the balance frame by a central suspension composed of two

0.05-ram tungsten wires. One end of the beam is attached to an approximate

3 gram counterweight, a coil, and a mirror; all are fused to the beam. Tee

main fulcrum point for the load position, located on the other end of the

beam, is formed using a tungsten triangle arrangement followed by additional

pivot points consisting of hooks and rings. Below the fulcrum point is a

quartz carrier for two calibration weights and the load. The load, or sample

to be measured, is suspended from the balance by a light weight metal, such

as aluminum, or by a fused-silica fiber. Calibration rings and the load

can alternately be suspended from the balance by stainless steel forks which

are raised or lowered by a motor-drive mechanism. The fused-silica balance

beam was made electrically conductive by spraying it with a silver paste and

then baking at approximately 550°C. A solenoid-type arrangement was

prepared by painting a helical trace on a silica cylinder; electric current

can be supplied to this coil (located in the field of a permanent magnet)
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ORNL-DWG 7 5 - 1 3 1 9 5

COMPARISON OF MASS VALUES FOR NATURAL BORON CRYSTALS

AI
Crystal
Number

OBI01

DB102

DB103

DB104

DB105

DB107

DBI08

DB109*

OBI 10

DBl i l

OBI 12

DB113

D31I4

DB115

DBU6

DB117*

DB118

DB119

OBI 20

DB12I*

DB122

DB123

DBI24

DB125

Mass Values and
AI

253.8 ±C. 5

243. 5 ±0 .4

239.7 ±1 .5

246. 6 ±1 .5

222.4 ±0 .3

168.9*0.2

225. 0 ±0. 2

145.7 ±1.4

238. 5 ±0.7

158.0 ±0.3

202.7 ±0.6

208.2*0.9
181. 2 ±0.3

228. 1 ±1.0

256.1 ±0. 5

131.3±0.3

210.9 ±0.7

110. 8 ±0.9

238.7 ±0.2

126.7 *0.i'

202.2*1.4

171.4 ±0.9

239.8 ±1. 5

159.9*0.4

Concentrations l^a)
ORNL
(2O1

253.1 ±1.0

243.8 ±1.0

240.0*1.0

245.3*1.3

222.3*1. 3

168.8 ±1.3

226. 1 ±0. 9

145.2 ±1.4

239. 5 ±0.9

-

204. 2 ±0. 9

208.8 ±1.4

181.8 ±1.4

229.8 ±1.4

254. 3 ±1.2

130.7 ±0.2

212.9*1.2

111.2 ±1.2

241.4*0.7

126. 4 *0. 4

201.6*0.7

174. 0 ±0. 7

239.4*1. 1

160.7 ±1.1

Enclosed In 0.25-in. vanadium capsule.
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through the tungsten suspension wires and through the balance beam, which has

suitable interruptions in the conducting coating to prevent short circuiting.

When the balance is not in equilibrium, current supplied to the coil which

produces a compensating force, as with an electromagnet, and restores the

balance to equilibrium. The amount of current required to restore equilibrium

is directly proportional to the load on the balance. The balance is

compatible with ultrahigh vacuum and can be baked to 400 C.

A complete weighing using the vacuum microbalance requires three weight

determinations. Errors due to sensitivity shift and zero drift of the

balance are eliminated by substitution weighing. Figure 10 shows the

linearity of the balance which was observed by adding known weights as the

load and recording the corresponding current required to restore the balance

to equilibrium. Average current per microgram of load was found to be

0.7762 uA with a variation of ±0.4%. Figure 11 shows a schematic of an

arrangement by which the balance was used to calibrate a quartz resonating

crystal for later use in .in situ secondary weight measurement.

Quartz Crystals

Quartz crystals are frequently used to determine both the areal density

of a deposited layer and vapor deposition rate. A change in the resonant

frequency or period of oscillation as material is condensed on the crystal

is proportional to the crystal mass. The advantage of crystal monitors is

that when once calibrated, they can be used to determine film thickness

without having to expose the system to atmosphere. IRML uses crystal

monitors to determine if the amount of material deposited is in the desired

thickness range, but the ultimate measurement remains the direct mass

determination of the target after it has been removed from the vacuum

system. Figure 12 shows a water cooled crystal monitor used for monitoring

titanium film thickness. Since the ultimate thickness would exceed the

range of the crystal monitor, a rotating wheel with a small opening is used

to reduce the amount of titanium impinging on the quartz crystal. It is

necessary to water cool the crystal since it is heat-sensitive and is

operating in an environment of >300°C.
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Change in Energy of Charged Particles

Frequently, areal density of self-supporting thin films cannot he

determined directly by the above described techniques. The method used most

by IRML for such samples is to measure the change in energy of charged

particles as they traverse the target film.10 This is a relatively sir-pie

technique and is readily adaptable to all materials whose stopping-power is

known and whose thickness does not exceed the range of the incident charged

particles. Stopping-power data for numerous incident particles and target

materials can be found in the literature, but cost of these data have an

accuracy of S-+102.11*12 IRML uses both alpha particles and fission

fragments to measure target thicknesses which vary from a few lig/cm2 to

several mg/cm2.

The change in energy of alpha particles as they pass through foils has

been used by many investigators to determine target thickness and

uniformity.13"15 Alpha particles fron a suitable source such as 2l#1Am are

collimated and impinge on a small area of the planar target foil. The

energy of the attenuated beam is determined by observing the spectrum shift

from its original location obtained with no foil in place using a calibrated

multichannel analyzer system. An example of this technique is shown in

Fig. 13. By knowing the stopping power, usually expressed in units of

MeV cm2/g, the areal density can be calculated by dividing the value of

stopping power into the amount of energy lost by the particle in traversing

the film.

Fission fragments are also used to measure target thicknesses. Since

these particles are quite massive compared to alpha particles, they

experience a greater energy loss per unit target thickness and should be

more suitable for measuring the thickness of very thin foils. A thin 252C£

deposit, prepared by the self-transfer process, is used as the source of

fission fragments. Figure 14 shows a typical spectruc froE such a source.

The spectrum parameters indicate a very clean source (very little material

other than 252Cf) and good detector performance. The fission fragments are

detected with an ORTEC heavy ion silicon surface-barrier detector. The

procedure used for thickness measurement using charged particles is described

in Reference 15. Beta particles are also used to determine thicknesses of

foils in the range of 40 to 500 mg/cm2; this technique is described in detail

in References 15 and 16.
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Light Meter

A calibrated light deiisitometer is used for thin self-supporting foils,

such as carbon, to determine areal density. This method provides a very

rapid, semi-quantitative measurement of the foil thickness. Figure 15

shows the calibration curve for carbon foil thicknesses in the range of

5 to 50 yg/cm2. From the figure, it is apparent that light intensity change

is not a very usefjl technique for carbon films of thickness greater than

40 or 45 iig/cm2.

Low Geometry Counting

Most often the technique used for determining the amount of radio-

isotope (s) contained in a target is that of alpha or gamma counting. For

evaporated actinide targets, low geometry alpha counting is used to determine

the activity present to £ ±1%. A schematic of the low geometry counting

chamber is shown in Fig. 16. For highly radioactive samples, a similar but

longer counting chamber is used in which the geometry factor can be reduced

to 10"7 (the number of incident emissions reaching the detector as compared

with the total emissions from the source).

A typical alpha spectrum from a 235UO2 deposit is shown in Fig. 17. In

this figure, the two large peaks between channel numbers 600 and 800 are the

4.77- and 4-72-MeV alpha particle peaks characteristic of 23I*D emissions.

The 234U content of the material as shown in Table 2 is 0.029 atom percent.

However, since the specific activity of 23hV is much greater than the

specific activity of 2 3 5U, the number of alpha counts from the 23<*B activity

approach the total number of alpha counts from the 235U material. The

remainder of the peaks in Fig. 17 are those characteristic of 2 3 5U with

small contributions from 2 3 6H and 238U. The energy calibration of the

detector system is approximately 1.2 keV/channel. For most of the 2 3 5U0 2

deposits prepared, the 235U content is determined initially by weighing. A

sample is then placed in the low-geometry alpha counter and a spectrum

similar to the one shown in Fig. 17 is obtained. By having an accurate mass

analysis of the material, the 2 3 5U content can be determined by integrating

the number of counts under the 2 3 5U peaks and subtracting out contributions

from 236U and Z 3 8U emissions. The 2 3 SU concentration is also determined

from the mass analysis and the amount of 231*U present. In addition, gama
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counting is used to determine the 2 3 SU concentration. A gamma spectrum from

a 2 3 s U 0 2 dosimeter is shown in Fig. 18. The 144 keV, 164 keV, and 185 keV,

gamma peaks are used for 2 3 5U concentration determinations.

Table 2. Mass Analysis 2 3 5U Material

Isotope Atom Z

2 3 3U <0.0001
23<tU 0.029

2 3 6U 0.016
2 3 8U 0.044

IV. TARGET CHARACTERIZATION BY UNIFORMITY MEASUREMENTS

The uniformity of thin foils can be determined by scanning the foil

with a collimated beam of alpha particles. The energy loss of these

particles at various locations can be determined and a target thickness

topograph drawn. For targets having a thickness in the range of 5 to

500 nig/cm2, beta particles can be used to determine the target thickness

profile by the procedure described in References 15 and 16. Figure 19

illustrates a target thickness profile obtained by scanning a 58Ni rolled

foil with 6-particles from a 2OI*T1 source. For alpha scanning of stable

isotope targets, the 2OI*T1 source is replaced with an 2 4 I A B source.

For radioactive sources the surface of the sources can be scanned

using a small collimating aperture and a silicon solid state detector;

Fig. 20 illustrates a profile obtained by scanning the surface of a 239PuO2

deposit. A schematic representation of the system used for target thickness

and uniformity measurements at IRML is shown in Fig. 21.

V. TARGET CHARACTERIZATION BY IMPURITY ANALYSES

Characterization of target materials thus far has included only target

thickness and uniformity measurements. In addition to knowing how much

material is in a target, it is equally important to know what species are

present and in what concentration. At the present time this characterization

is being done, for the most part, by destructive analyses. Analyses are

carried out by the Analytical Chemistry Division at ORNL and include
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elemental, spark-source mass spectrographic, and mass spectrogrtsphic

lsotopic analyses. It is hoped that In the near future the technique of

x-ray fluorescence will be used by IRML to nondestructively analyze

completed target samples for impurities that may be detrimental to the

desired experimental results.

SUMMARY

A brief description of some of the procedures used by IKML to prepare

targets from most of the elements in the Periodic Chart have been described.

Emphasis has been placed on the procedures used by IRML personnel to

characterize thf; thickness and uniformity of the target samples.
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EVAPORATION OF HIGH VAPOR PRESSURE MATERIALS -
SOME PROBLEMS AND SOME SOLUTIONS

Joanne M. Heagney and Joseph S. Heagney
MicroMatter Co., Seattle, WA.

Following the Chalk River conference of the Nuclear Target Development

Society, the authors were most anxious to confirm and make use of the princi-

ples of substrate selection as expounded by Don Ramsay. The high vapor pres-

sure metals, antimony, arsenic, cadmium, magnesium and zinc had long been

difficult to prepare in thin films. When the need to make thin, uniform

films of these materials on Hfylar substrates for use as X-ray fluorescence

standards arose, it was clear something had to be done. Kylar has a relat-

ively amorphous surface and therefore presents a problem to condensation of

these metals, with poor uniformity, system contamination and low sticking

coefficient being the result.

An examination of the basic crystal structure of these metals reveals

that all of the above named metals have a hexagonal crystal structure.

Further investigation divulged two more hexagonal metals, beryllium and

bismuth (by odd coincidence the lightest and the heaviest of the stable

metals) both of which are mono-isotopic. Both beryllium and bismuth condense

on random substrates reasonably well, so it was decided to try a thin coating

of one or the other on the Mylar substrate prior to the evaporation of the

problem metal.

At first a few micrograms/cm^ were evaporated and the evaporation source

changed and the problem metal evaporated. The results were spectacular. Zinc

and cadmium condensed uniformly and with very high sticking coefficients. The

next logical step was to see how little of the Bi or Be could be used. During

the experiments on reducing the quantity of material, it became obvious that

oxidation of the film during source change might be a problem. Beryllium

oxide is a hexagonal structure, but the bismuth oxides are not. The oxidation

process would of course cause physical changes and therefore probably not

leave as good a substrate, even in the case of beryllium oxide. The use of

side by side sources to eliminate breaking the vacuum between evaporations

allowed further reductions in the quantity of contaminant metal. For pract-

ical reasons, one microgram/cm^ was settled upon as a reasonable amount of
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substrate modifier.

All the above metals have been evaporated using beryllium as the subst-

rate modifier, since berylliun is not visible as a contaminant in X-ray

fluorescence. Several were done using bismuth and no differences were noted.

For nuclear physics targets the bismuth night well be more suitable, due to

its very high mass and high Coulomb barrier. The fact that these materials

are oresent in the final foil is a disadvantage for most targets, so it would

be convenient to find salts to act as release agents or to modify other

release agents. A limited amount of work was done with evaporated salts as

modifiers with results which were not always reproducible.

One indication of the amount of material needed when using the dual boat

technique is the geometric shadowing on the bell jar following an evaporation.

With enough beryllium to yield one microgram/cco^ on the substrate at a dist-

ance of four inches, the surface of the bell jar at a distance of approxim-

ately twelve inches showed good sticking as evidenced by uniform deposits

with sharp geometric shadows of the substrate holder. This would indicate

that about one-tenth microgram/cm^ should be sufficient. This may vary accor-

ding to chamber pressure, residual gas composition and length of time between

evaporations.

This coating of the bell jar also means that the evaporant is restricted

to more accessible locations and the clean-up procedure"is made easier. Less

contamination of gauge tubes and pump oils is another pleasant side-effect.

It must be remembered that beryllium oxide is very poisonous as are several

of the high vapor pressure metals, so clean-up must be done carefully.

Another benefit of good sticking is the greater tolerance of the subst-

rate to heating effects. With this in mind MicroMatter undertook the task of

out doing Dan Riel in the subject of old obscure reduction methods. Mr. Riel

reported last meeting on the use of the venerable thermite reaction in the

preparation of isotopic iron targets. We have gone significantly farther back

to the time when a tree was thrown into the melt with much evolution of gas

and reduction of metal oxide by the carbon contained in the tree. Zinc and

cadmium isotopes may be reduced using spectroscopically pure graphite rod

ground into a fine dust. The graphite and metal oxide are mixed and pressed

into a pellet and the pellet inserted into a tubular boat (either a pinhole

or open end type). When heated there is both evolution of gas, carbon diox-

ide, and reduction of oxide to the metal. Both zinc and cadmium evaporate at
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the reduction temperature, so the pressure gauge gives an indication of evap-

eration rate as well as completion of reduction. Since this reduction goes

at temperatures well above the usual boat temperatures used to evaporate these

metals and the evolved gas also heats the substrate, good sticking is a must

in order to achieve good uniformity and reasonable yields.

One final note completely off the subject of high vapor pressure metals

concerns other carbon reducible oxides. Of particular interest are iron and

chromium. These metal oxides are mixed with graphite powder, cellet pressed

and inserted into an electron heated tantalum crucible. The reduction reac-

tion begins at a temperature below the temperature of significant evaporation,

but near the end of the reduction soaie metal is being collected. Again the

pressure gauge gives an irdication of the rate of reduction and the amount of

material which can be reduced is a function of maximum allowable pressure and

pumping speed. Quantities in the tens of milligrams can be reduced in the

tens of minute- keeping the chamber pressure belov 5 x 10"5 Torr in a system

pumped with an NRC VHS-6 pump and no liquid nitrogen. While some carbide

formation may occur, far less interaction with the tantalum" crucible occurs

than when using the metal; therefore, there are tines when this method is

quite useful.
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THE ALPHA RAY ENERGY LOSS METHOD OF

TARGET THICKNESS MEASUREMENT

D . M. Thompson

Williams Laboratory of Nuclear Physics

University of Minnesota

1. INTRODUCTION

When a target is prepared for an experiment it is sometimes necessary

that the target be prepared to close tolerance with regard to thickness.

The alpha ray energy loss method provides one means of easily measuring

thicknesses absolutely to an accuracy of several percent. This paper will

review the method and discuss it's uses.
h +2

When alpha rays, or -He particles, traveling with seise energy,

encounter bulk matter such as an accelerator target they interact with

the material. In these interactions, the alpha particles lose energy in a

tray related to the exposition of the Material, the energy of the alpha

particles, and the thickness of the material traversed. The amount of

energy lost in these interactions has been well studied and empirical

equations have been developed to oredict these losses for various elements

and energies. Tables ' ' of those incremental energy losses have been

prepared for certain key elements and energies. These are called dE/dX or

stopping power tables.

Tt is possible to measure target thickness by allowing alpha particles

of known mean energy to pass through a target and then to measure their

mean energy upon emergence from the target. This gives the energy last in

the target from which, using the stopping power tables, the thickness of

the target is calculated.

2. MEASUREMENT OP ENERGY LOSS

A procedure for measuring energy loss in targets which is easily

implemented will now be described. The procedure uses a natural source

of known and well defined energy. The actual source of the alpha particles |

is deposited into the surface of a small piece of aluminum foil. This i

source is prepared from the decay products of radioactive Th in the 5
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aparatus shown in figure 1, A small bottle of Th is placed, open, into

a chamber in a lead cylinder Which provides shielding. The top of this

chamber consists of a piece of insulating material with a small hole in it.

Around the top of this hole is a metalic rinjt maintained at a potential of

-300 volts with respect to the rest of the chamber. A small square of

aluminum foil is placed upon this collector potential ring and is held in

place by an insulating pad and a pressure plunger mounted in the top of

the lead shielding cylinder. The Th source decays into Ra and then
220 220

to Rn gas. A large portion of the Rn gas is created as positive ions

which are attracted by the -300 volt collecting potential and are imbedded

into the surface of the aluminum foil. Here the Rn quickly decays to

form 212Pb which has a half life of 10.6U hours. This limits the useful

life of the source to around ZU hours and also determines the aproximately

10 hour activation time. The T*b eventually decays via two paths to

Pb which is stable. This last decay produces alpha particles of three

well defined energies 8786, 6090, and 6050 Kev. The whole source activation

set-up is contained under a slight negative pressure in a plastic glove

box which is vented to the building exterior to remove the extra Rn gas

which accumulates.

The Pb source foil, the target to be measured, and a solid state

detector are mounted in a fixture similar to the one shown in figure 2.

The target and alpha source are mounted on opposite sides of a hole through

the center of a round plate and the detector and a collimator are mounted

in a hole in the center of a second plate. These two plates are free to

be adjusted on two rods which are mounted along with a feed-thru for the

particle detector in the lid of a small cylindrical vacuum chamber. The

vacuum is necessary because of the small ranee of alpha particles in air.

In addition, the vacuum must be maintained at a pressure of less than 10

torr to avoid a glow discharge caused by the detector bias voltage. Such a

discharge can damage the detector. When a measurement is made, the target

source and detector should be placed as closely as possible to one another

to obtain the highest counting rate possible.

A block diagram of the electronics set--up for the measurement is

shown in figure 3 and consists of the detector and its preamplifier and

bias supply, a biased amplifier, and a 512, or more, channel pulse height
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analyser an unused older model of which is usually available at most nuclear

physics laboratories. The detector produces a pulse for each particle

detected. The height of the pulse is proportional to the energy of the

particle detected. The biased amplifier then amplifies this pulse and

subtracts a constant amount from the height of tho pulse. This allows the

energy spectrum which is being generated to start from some arbitrary energy

above zero. The pulse height analyser then measures the height of the pulse

and generates a channel number proportional to the height of the pulsn and

also to the energy of the particle being analysed. This channel is

incremented by one count and the next pulse is then processed. This whole

process yields an energy spectrum which consists of number of particles

versus energy or channel number.

A run is first taken without a target foil in place. This yields an

energy spectrum such as the one shown in figure 4. The electronics should

be adjusted to position the 8786 Kev. peak close to the upper bound of

the spectrum and the 6050-6090 Kev. doublet should be positioned close to

the lower end. At this point, all settings should be locked into place and

they must remain the same for the rest of the measurement.

Next the channel numbers, A and B in figure ̂ , of the 6050 Kev. and the

87R6 Kev. peak positions should be determined. B minus A gives the number

of channels between the peaks. The energy change per channel E is given

by equation 1. 8Sl I f50
E c = B ^ A Kev./Channel (1)

This is all the calibration which is necessary since now only energy

shifts are of interest.

A run is next made with the target to be measured in place between J

the source and the detector. This yields an energy spectrum such as is 3

shown in figure 5. In this spectrum, the peaks have been shifted downward 0

in energy and are now located in channels A' and Bf. The original peak I

positions are shown in dashed outlines and are again located at A and B. fj

The energy loss for each energy of alpha particle can now be calculated and 9

is given by equations 2 and 3. fi

For 6050 Kev. AE. = (A - A')E (2) f
)1

For 8786 Kev. AE- = (B - B')E (3) I
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When measuring the energy loss in thin targets which do not produce

much energy loss, it is some times necessary to estimate fractional channel

numbers for A, A', 8, and B'. This is because a channel represents an

increment of energy from some E to E + E^. It is unusual for the enersy

peak to lie exactly at the beginning energy of the channel but rather it

usually lies some fraction of the way into the channel. It is imoprtant

to estimate the fraction since for instance a shift of five channels

would give the actual energy shift to only - 20 percent of the true value.

The fraction is estimated by examining the number of counts per channel in

the channels adjacent to the channel containing the peak. For instance if

channel 501 has 600 counts and 502 has 599 then the peak would be at 501.5

since the peaks have a gaussian shape and therefore are symmetrical. Where

higher accuracy on thin targets is required, the peaks can be computer fit

to a gaussian curve. This will give the peak center to high accuracy.

For most purposes this is unnecessary.

3. CALCULATION OF TARGET THICKNESSES

Once the energy loss for the target has been measured, the thickness

of the target is easily calculated by dividing tho loss measured by the

ra-,6 of less per unit thickness, or stopping pow^r, and IT given b/s

Where T is the thickness of the target. AE the measured enerpy loss and

S the stopping power of the material at E the energy of the incident alpha

particle. Equation k is good only when AE is small compared with E since

S is a function of E and changes as the alpha particle loses energy in a

thick target. In thick targets it is therefore necessary to split a large

AE up into smaller increments and compute a thickness for each and then to

take the sum of the thicknesses fcr the total target thickness. For AE

split into N parts, the thickness is given by equation 5.

- _ (AE/N) (AE/H) (AE/N) (AE/N) ...
1 ~ S(E) S(E-AE/N) + S(E-2AE/N) + • • • + S(E-(H-1)AE/N) O ;

Or in more compact form by equation 6.

,.M? i (6)
^ C d D )
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Since the stopping power tables list only key elements and energies,

it is necessary in general to interpolate to obtain the desired value of

S(E) for the element in question. The tables include a section for each

type of incident particle, in this case alpha particles. Then they list

S for key values of E for the chosen element. First interpolate between

elements and find a value of S for key energies above and helew the enerey

for which S is desired. Next interpolate between these two energies to

obtain S at the desired energy. It should be noted that the key elements

and energies were chosen to allow well behaved interpolation.

h. QUALITATIVE INFORMATION

In addition to thickness measurement the alpha ray enerey loss method

provides some other information about the quality and uniformity of the

target under study. If the target is not of uniform thickness, then the

thicker areas will cause more energy loss than the thinner areas. TTiis

has the effect of broadening the peak and thus indicates the non-uniformity.

There is a slight broadening which is always present even in unifonr targets

so sonse care is needed and only quite noticable broadening should be

viewed as non-uniformity.

Another target defect which is detectable is the presence of pin holes

in the target. They show up as small unshifted peaks in the energy spectrum.

5. LIMITATIONS

Regarding the method, the followins limitations should be ncted.

There is a very definite lower limit to the thicknesses measurable. For

a measurement accurate to 10 percent, estimating to half channels on a

512 channel analyser, this limit is given approximately by equation ?.

Tmln = 1>22(30 + A) micrograms/cm2 (7)

Where T . is the minimum thickness and A is the atomic number ofmin

the target material. Estimating to quarter channels would halve this

and gaussian fitting would lower it still further but it is still high for

some applications. The method has an upper limit of more than five

miligrams/cm for most materials though the calculation of equation 6

becomes somewhat long for such thick targets.

The final limitation is that the method works only on targets of

known composition and preferably on targets of pure elements. For targets |j

i;I
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composed of a known mixture of elements, swch as oxide tar sets, the Brapi?

Additivity Rule must be used to compute the stopping BCWST of the compound

from the stopping Dowers of the constituents. This rule is given by

equation P.

T T f ¥i S ( £ )i <*>
Where M is the molecular weight of the compound and N. the number of

atoms of atomic weight A. per molecule.

6. CONCLUSION

The alpha ray energy loss method is in general quite accurate and

useful fcr the measurement of target thickness. The calculations required

can sometimes become quite involved but in most cases the accuracy obtained

is worth the effort. Since the calculations can becotie involved, the method

should be used only where it is easily applied or where the accuracy is

required fcr experimental reasons or for instance in the calibration of

other less absolute measuring devices such as quartz crystal thickness

monitors.
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THE USE OF MIRROR StKFACEP SUBSTRATES IS TliZ PREPARATION OF CALCIUM TARGETS

J.L. Gallant

Atonic Energy of Canada Limited,
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

Chalk River, Ontario, Canada KOJ 1JO

ABSTRACT

A new technique which produces high quality self-supporting calcium

targets between 0.5 to 10 mg/cm thickness has been developed. Calcium metal

is evaporated onto the mirror finish of a chromium coated metal plate from

which it can be lifted without the use of a parting agent. The resulting tar-

gets are of high purity, uniform, mechanically stable and relatively chemically

inactive.

INTRODUCTION

Targets most commonly used in low energy nuclear physics experiments

are thin solid films. As a rule thin films are vacuum evaporated onto a part-

ing agent or a backing. In many experiments considerably thicker targets can
2

be tolerated or are evan desired. Thick (̂  1 mg/cm ) metal targets are usually

prepared by rolling or pressing. These are very valuable techniques in pre-

paring such films, but because of the nature of these procedures there is the

danger of introducing impurities into the surface of the material. One must

also perform these operations in a highly purified inert gas atmosphere when

reactive materials are used.

PROCEDURE

He have developed a technique that avoids both shortcomings of the

established methods. Pure calcium metal is evaporated onto the chromium finish

surface of a Kindermann plate . The calcium film is then cut into sections

and lifted from the surface with forceps and placed between two target supports.

A Kindermann plate is a hardened brass metal sheet with a durable nickel-

plating and a high-gloss chromium coating. It is used to give mirror surfaces

to photographic prints. "The basic factors which account for the brightness of

chromium plates are the nearly perfect crystal orientation and fine crystal

siZe"<
2>.
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To prepare the substrate the following procedure is used- The protec-

tive tape is removed from the surface of the plate which is then immersed into

a bath of trichlorethylene, rinsed several times in acetone and finally rinsed

in alcohol. The surface is wiped gently with a cloth and lint particles re-

moved with a soft brush.

The highest purity calcium metal commercially available is used. We

prepare it by machining the surface on a small lathe (Figure 1). Reaction

products on the surface of the calcium metal resulting from carrying out this

procedure in air are minimal. The calcium is transferred to a tungsten boat

which has been heated previously in vacuum to remove all surface impurities.

He use the cold substrate technique; the evaporation is done at a slow

rate to ensure a continuous film growth and to reduce stress. The finished

foil is cut into sections and lifted from the surface with forceps (Figure 2).

It is then mounted between two target frames (Figure 3).

Since the Kindermann plates have an electro-deposited surface of nickel

and chromium, there is a potential danger that the surface of the film facing

the plate is contaminated with traces of these two elements. To check for

these contaminants we measured the back-scattering of a 2 MeV He beam from

this surface. A typical spectrum is given in Figure A. The amount of chrom-

ium detected is ̂  0.5 x 10 ions/cm , that is, less than one monolayer. The

amount of nickel is considerably lower.

RESULTS

The films produced by this method have the following properties:

1. The surface is extremely smooth; in particular the surface facing the

plate.

2. The films are mechanically very stable. Ho special precautions are

required to handle or mount them.

3. The fabrication process does not introduce impurities like parting

agents.

4. The film is chemically much less active than calcium targets prepared

by any other method, probably because of the surface structure.

5. The films have survived a factor of five longer than rolled foils under

bombardment by heavy ion beams.

High purity calcium targets typically used for delayed—protons and gamma-

ray spectroscopy experiments such as Ca( S,2pn) Se have withstood
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32 84*
boabardaent by a 1 PA S beam for aany hours.

2
This technique allows us to produce targets betaeen 0.5 to 10 mg/ca .

Although we apply this technique nostly to calciua. targets, it is not limited

to this eleaent. We used the saae method to prepare films of gold, copper,

zinc and bisauth as well. We would suspect though, that this procedure cannot

be applied to materials with a Belting point higher than 1500°C.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1:

The surface machining of calcium metal previous to its use as an
evaporant.

Figure 2:

The lifting of a 1 mg/cm calcium foil from the surface of a Kindennann
plate.

Figure 3:

The mounting of a calcium film between two target supports.

Figure 4:

A typical spectrum obtained by backscattering a 2 MeV He beam from a
calcium foil. Scattering from Cr and Ni on the surface would give
peaks at the channels indicated.
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EFFICIENT DEPOSITION OF KETARBED IONS
IM A LflBCRATCftr ISOTOPE SEPARATOR

Jerry Lerner
Chera. Div.j Argonne National Laboratory

I. Introduction

For many of the current experiments in nuclear physics using high

energy ion beams only limited quantities of the target material are avail-

able* In the case of some stable isotopes, the difficulty is caused by

their very low natural abundance; for example, moderately pure samples

of S36, it1*0, Ca1*6, Ba 1 3 2, Hg 1 9 6 are valued at several hundred dollars

per milligram. (Even at current inflated prices, gold sells for less

than a penny/mgl)

Where the desired target material is a radioactive isotope, several

factors may severly limit the quantity that is available. For substances

produced in a nuclear reactor the neutron cross-section may be very low,

or the half-life may be relatively short; in either case practical con-

siderations limit the amount that can be obtained. Similarly, a "daughter"

isotope is limited by the amount of the "parent" that is available,

finally, it may be necessary to confine the experiment to a restricted

amount of source material becasue the intense radioactivity presents a

health or contamination hazard.

In order to use these rare materials most effectively, it is clearly

desirable to deposit the isotope inside an area that confoims closely to

the crf\3s-section of the bombarding ion beam. An additional requirement

for most applications is that the deposit be reasonably uniform. Irreg-

ularities in the thickness of the target tend to degrade mono-energetic

impinging ions and also diminish the resolution of energy spectrometers
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used to analyze the emerging particles.

Since isotopic separation is frequently a prerequisite in order to

obtain adequately purified target material, it would evidently be most

efficient to deposit the separated ions within the appropriate region

directly on the backing foil. Where the ions are collected at full energy

the normal isotope separator beam controls provide considerable flex-

ibility. The beam can be focussed to a small spot (2 mm diameter) or

elongated to a thin line (1 x 50 mm) and in addition there are vertical

and horizontal deflection plates that permit manipulation of the beam in

much the same way that an electron bean is controlled in an oscilloscope.

Since notion in the olane of mass separation is limited by the possibility

of adjacent-mass contamination, it may be desirable to isolate the desired

isotope with a suitable mask and then oscillate the target in order to

cover the intended area.

II. Full Energy Collection

A device for uniform horizontal motion is illustrated in Figure 1. A

mask (1) intercepts other masses but allows the desired isotope to pass

through a central slit. The target mounting plate (2) is mounted on slide

bars (6) and is free to move laterally. An external motor (?) drives the

line-winding mechanism from a fishing reel (3) and moves one end of the

lever (h) linearly back and forth; the other end of the lever oscillates

the sample mount (2). The latter*s excursion depends upon the location of

the adjustable pivet point on lever (h). VJhen the pivot point is near (2)

the excursion is a few millimeters; when the pivot is near (3) the

excursion can be as much as 8 cm.
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III. Retarded Ion Collection

Most of the applications of our isotope separator require the use of

retardation in order to build up adequate thickness of the desired iso-

tope and also to prevent damage to the supporting foil. In general, this

means that the target is at high potential, typically 50 kV. The problem

of feeding in power at high voltage can be avoided by using a battery-

operated motorj since relatively little torque is available, however, it

is best to avoid a vacuum rotating seal by mounting the motor inside the

vacuun system.

Figure 2 depicts the apparatus we have constructed for oscillating

the target inside the retarder. Power is furnished by two batteries of

mercury cells, with each battery furnishing k,2 volts. The motor*is rated

at 3 volts and draws very little current (typically 7 milliamperes) so

that the batteries rarely need replacement; a wide range of output speeds

(1, 2, k, 7, 16, 30, 60 and 115 RPM) are available. To minimize pump-down

tine, most of the original grease was removed and replaced with diffusion-

pump oil. The target assembly normally operates at a pressure of about

one microtorr.

The motor drives a sliding carriage by means of rack and pinion gear-

ing (Figure 3). The carriage moves in one direction until an attached

wire probe contacts one of two adjustable copper bands; an electronic

circuit then reverses the motor direction. The location of these bands

can be easily adjusted to better than 0.1 mm, and the interval between

them can be varied from one to thirty millimeters. Further details are

available on request.

# American Science Center or Edmund Scientific Co. catalogue nos. 1*1860-7
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A typical Van deGraf target i s illustrated in Figure h. Am2k3 has

been deposited as a 1 x 3 ran line on a double 20 jig/cm2 carbon film

covering an aperture 12.5 ram in diameter. The ion energy- at collection

was 2f>0 eV; the density of the deposit is approximately 100 jig/cm2.
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Figure 1. Target oscillating mechanism.

(1) Mask

(2) Target mounting plate

(3) Fishing-reel linenrdnding aechanism

(U) Pivot and lever

(£) External motor

(6) Slide bars
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Figure 2. Retarded-ion target oscillator
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Figure 3. Detail of carriage and gears
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Figure U. Am2li3 target on carbon film
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TARGET VACUUM STORAGE FACILITY*

J. N. Worthington, R. J. Jedlowski and G. E. Thomas

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

ABSTRACT

A storage facility has beea con-

structed and is now in operation for use

with targets which must be kept in a

vacuum. The storage chamber of this

facility will handle up to ninety targets

at a pressure of 5 X 10 Torr.

Typically, targets are evaporated,

moved into a small transfer chamber,

and then placed in the storage chamber

of the facility—all under vacuum. There

are safety devices which minimize

accidents.

*
Work performed under the auspices of the Energy Research and

Development Administration.
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Some targets used Sn nuclear physics experiments tend

to degrade in contact with the atmosphere. Some targets may be hydro-

scopic, while others may oxidize rapidly. A practical method for transfer

and storage of euoh targets unde»- vacuum has been developed over the

years at Argonne National Laboratory. J. A. Nolen originally started

the system in 1967 and since then it has been expanded to dual storage

chambers and an electronic safety system.

The storage facility basically consists of a 15-inch

diameter vacuum chamber with an access port and a vacuum pumping

system (see Fig. 1). The pumping sy ten i uses a 4-inch diameter

diffusion pump, a mechanical fore pump, and an optically dense

refrigerated baffle. The baffle is kept at -35 C to -40 C to reduce

contamination to a negligible level. An automatic valve located between

the baffle and the chamber allows isolation when necessary. The system

operates typically at pressures < 4 X 10 Torr.

The storage chamber encloses a horizontal wheel with

90 separate "spoke" pairs about its circumference. Each pair accepts

a standard 1-inch square target mount. The wheel is pivoted via magnetic

coupling through the aluminum top. A quartz window is located directly

above the "spokes" at the access port orientation. This permits visual

location and observation of the desired target, as well as proper

manipulation during the transfer.
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The transfer system consists of two 2 inch diameter

vacuum valves with a target transfer chamber (Fig. 2). Every target

mount has one edge with a tapped hole on center line. This enables a transfer

rod, tipped with an appropriate stud to screw into the mount. In the basic

transfer operation, the stud on the transfer rod is first screwed into

a target mount and the target is then pulled into the transfer chamber.

This is done under vacuum. The transfer chamber is then valved off

(manual valve) aad removed from the apparatus (spectrograph, target

chamber, evaporator, etc. ). Depending on the application, the apparatus

may also have a manual valve which enables the system to remain under

vacuum during the transfer. The target chamber and valve are then

carried to the storage system and connected to a 2-inch automatic valve.

This is done via a quick-disconnect. The volume between the valves

(interlock) is pumped to < . 050 Torr. The manual valve on the transfer

chamber is reopened, and once a pressure less than . 050 Torr is

indicated in both the transfer chamber and interlock, the automatic

valve between the storage chamber aad transfer chamber can be opened.

The transfer rod, with attached target, is then pushed through the two

open valves and the target is placed between the appropriate pair of

spokes. The rod is then unscrewed and removed to its original position

within the storage chamber and the valves are closed.

Although the system is simple, it is prone to accident

in the form of vacuum loss. An electronic system was therefore

developed in an attempt to minimize possible damage. Table 1 shows
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possible failures and the action automatically taken. When an alarm is

sounded, both audio and visual indication is given at the storage facility.

Similar indication is given at an accelerator control room in the building

which is manned 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The automatic valves

are pneumatic, with a compressed gas cylinder as supply.

This storage system has been successful in protecting

targets, and the standardized transfer system has proved practical.

The electroni.c system has minimized accidents. Due to the many

man-hours of work the system protects, these steps have proved

valuable.
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Table I

Safety System Reaction Chart

Seal No Sound Diffusion
Off Target Sound Gas Pump

Failure Chamber Access Alarm Alarm Shutdown

Loss of Power X XX

Loss of High Vacuum

(> 10"3 Torr) X X X

Cannot Obtain < . 050 Torr
in Both Target Transfer
Chamber and Interlock X

Loss of Pneumatic
Pressure X

Loss of Cooling X X X X

if

n
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FOCUSED ION BEAM SPUTTERING

Wo Ao Scaife, P. R. Hanley, and K. H. Purser

General Ionex Corporation, Ipswich, Massachusetts

I. INTRODUCTION

Techniques for the vacuum deposition of thin films fall into two

categories: Thermal methods and sputtering methods. Thermal meth-

ods—evaporation and E-beam—are commonly used in the preparation

of nuclear targets. Sletten and Knudsen have shown that the sput-

tering method has several advantages of significance in this field.

Focused ion beam sputtering differs from thermal deposition methods

in several fundamental ways: The deposition of the target atoms

does not depend on the vapor pressure of the target material; it is

a high vacuum process; it is very economical of bulk material; and

it is a "cool" process in the sense that substrate heating during

deposition is negligible and sputtering source heating can be con-

trolled. Because of these fundamental differences, focused ion

beam sputtering can offer distinct advantages in many thin film ap-

plications, especially in the preparation of nuclear targets: Tar-

gats can be made from materials with very high melting points, such

as refractory metals; targets made by this method are very pure;

targets can be made from milligram quantities of rare materials;

and self-supported thin films made by focused ion beam sputtering

are very strong mechanically*

The purpose of this paper is to present a review of the physics

underlying focused ion beam sputtering and to give an overview of

the technology as a method for preparing nuclear targets. A typi-

cal apparatus used for focused ion beam sputter deposition is dis-

cussed, and recent experimental data relating to the preparation

of high quality thin films by this technique are presented.
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II. PHYSICS OF THE SPUTTERING PROCESS

A. General Description

Sputtering is the process of removing material from surfaces

by controlled erosion with high velocity particles, usually

ions. The physical basis of sputtering is a complex momentum

transfer from the incident particles to the atoms in the sur-

face. At sufficient ion energies, some atoms of the source

material are ejected from its surface. The ejected atoms can

then impinge on an appropriately located substrate and coalesce

to form a thin film; or a nuclear target. It should be empha-

sized that sputtering as a momentum transfer process is not a

simple hard sphere, or billiard-ball, system. When an ener-

getic ion strikes a surface, multiple collisions and near-

collisions occur. This causes displacements, dislodgings and

other damage to the surface, and even to the lattice of the
9

bulk material beneath the surface. Nelson calls a situation

like this collision cascade; this is shown schematically in

Figure 1, Whatever the precise nature of the process, the

practical fact is that atoms of the source surface are ejected

at velocities of the order of 10 eV and are suitable for thin

film deposition. The factors that affect the number of atoms

sputtered from the source, and the transport of these atoms to

a substrate are the concern of this portion of the discussion,

B. Sputtering Yield

Sputtering yield is the most important parameter characterizing

the sputtering process. It is defined as the number of atoms

ejected from the sputtering source for each ion that bombards

the source's surface. Sputter yield depends on the energy and

species of the bombarding ion, the angle of incidence between

the direction of the incoming ion and the source surface, and

the species of the sputtering source. A temperature dependence

also exists, but is significant only if the source becomes

heated to the extent that thermal evaporation is occuring simul-

taneously with sputtering.
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All of the above parameters must be specified in order for a s

given sputter yield number to have unambiguous meaning. In J

this discussion, the numerical data given as examples refers i

to refractory metals, unless otherwise specified* ?l

1. Energy Dependence il

A typical sputter yield vs. energy curve has four distinct |

regions of interest, as shown in Figure 2. The first of |

these is at ion energies near the sputtering threshold. |

Below the sputtering threshold energy, no detectable sput- 1

tering occurs, regardless of the number of ions striking i

the surface of the sputtering source. As the incident ion j

energy is increased, sputtering will begin at a point, •

usually between 10 and 40 eV. The yield will be very \

small initially, somewhere between 10" and 10" atoms per \

incident argon ion. A further increase in incident energy ;

causes the sputter yield to increase exponentially, which

is the second region of interest. Exponential behavior

persists roughly over the energy range of 100 to 1000 eV.

Near the upper limit of this range, yields are of the

order of 10" atoms per argon ion« It is worthwhile to

note an unrelated fact at this point: At the upper limit

of the exponential region, the energy of the ejected atoms

reaches, and maintains, a maximum of approximately 10 eV.

The significance of this in terms of the mechanical proper-

ties of the resulting thin films will be discussed later.

As the incident ion energy is raised above 1 keV, sputter

yield becomes nearly linear with increasing energy. The

slope of this nearly linear region depends on the species

of the sputtering source, and other factors. Linearity

continues until the sputter yield maximum is approached at

approximately 25 keV for conductors and 50 or 60 keV for .,

dielectrics. As the sputter yield moves through its maxi- j

mum it enters the fourth region, a plateau where increas- I

ing ion energy does not affect sputter yield appreciably, ;j

i
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or even reduce it from its maximum level. A characteris-

tic maximum yield is between 4 and 10 atoms per argon ion.

Focused ion beam sputtering is presently the only sputter

deposition technique that operates near the sputter yield

vs. energy maximum. Sputter deposition is generally known

for low deposition rates, and con-pared to thermal evapora-

tion this reputation is justified. However, for those oc-

casions when sputtering is the preferred deposition tech-

nique, focused ion beam sputtering offers the highest pos-

sible sputter yields insofar as the bombarding ion energy

is concerned.

2P Bombarding Species

Alraen and Bruce have done substantial research on the

variation of sputtering yield with bombarding ion species.

Their results show tliat noble gas ions give the highest

sputtering yields. Focused ion beam sputtering systems

ordinarily use argon, krypton or xenon as bombarding ions,

and the choice depends on the need for maximum yield as

opposed to the cost of the gas. Gas consumption is very

low in typical ion sources, about 2 x 10 torr-liter/

second, but the gas cost factor cannot be overlooked.

Carter and Colligan show that a two-fold increase in sput-

ter yield of fused silica can be gained by converting from

argon to xenon and operating at 20 keV (see Figure 3) for

the same conditions, a 1.5 times gain is made between

argon and krypton. For conductors, one typically gains

a factor of 2 by switching from argon to krypton or a fac-

tor of 3 between argon and xenon. Other than sputter

yield, there are no significant performance differences

among these gases.

3. Angle of Incidence

An easily controlled parameter affecting sputter yield is

the angle of incidence of the bombarding ion with respect

to the normal of the sputtering source's surface. In gen-
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FIG. 3. SPUTTER YIELD VARIATION WITH THREE NOBLE GAS ION SPECIES
BOMBARDING FUSED SILICA (REF. 5)
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eral, the sputtering yield for a given source increases as

grazing incidence is approached. This is the expected

result, if a very simple momentum transfer model of sput-

tering is considered. At normal incidence, much of the

momentum of the incoming ion must be used for directional

change, since the ejected atoms leave the surface in more

or less the opposite direction of the bombarding ion. At

grazing incidence, an impinging ion can eject a source

atom in approximately the same direction as its direction

of motion. The difference is seen as an increased sputter-

ing yield for the more grazing angle. Experimental data

shows a yield vs. angle of incidence maximum between 50"

and 70°, as measured with respect to the surface normal,

for a variety of materials. The magnitude of this maximum

varies considerably among different materials. Wehner

has measured a seven-fold yield variation for molybdenum,

but barely any yield change for platinum under the same

conditions (Figure 4). No explanation of this effect has

been made.

4. Sputtering Material

Sputtering yield varies with the sputtering source material

in a fashion which Wehner suggests is linked to position

in the periodic table of elements. At focused ion beam

energies, sputter yields between 2 and 10 atoms per argon

ion are typical. The ductile metals have some of the high-

est sputtering yields; for example, silver yields about 9.5

atoms per argon ion @ 20 keV. The refractory metals do

not sputter as readily as the ductile metals, but the

yields are sufficient for target making and other thin

film deposition. Two atoms per 20 keV argon ion is a typ-

ical refractory metal yield. Sletten and Knudsen found

tantalum to yield 1.7 atoms per argon at 10 keV. In gen-

eral, with other factors held constant, sputtering yields

rarely differ from material to material by more than a

factor of 10. Wehner and Anderson make the interesting

comparison between the evaporation rates of aluminum and
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tungsten, and their corresponding sputter yields. He notes

that at 2000°C the evaporation rates for these two metals

differ by nine orders of magnitude, whereas their sputter

yields differ by only a factor of two.

C. Deposition Rate and Film Uniformity

Sputtering yield is a parameter that describes the rate of re-

moval of atoms from a surface. Of more practical concern to

thin film researchers and target-makers is the rate at which

the sputtered atoms coalesce into a thin film. Deposition rate

is directly related to sputter yield, since the yield for a

particular set of parameters determines the total number of

sputtered atoms available for forming a thin film. Aside from

yield considerations, the total number of sputtered atoms avail-

able per unit time is a linear function of the ion beac- ~urrent,

since the beam current is the number of ion/surface collisions

per unit time. Typical ion currents are 1 to 2 milliamperes,

or 10 ions/second. An absolute count of the atoms removed

from a source can be obtained by measuring its total mass loss

and dividing by the elapsed bombardment time. The result is

the total erosion rate, or the amount of material available for

deposition per unit time. With our particular focused ion beam

sputtering system, total erosion rate averages 50 raicrograms/

second when operating with 2 mA of 20 keV argon.

As with other vacuum deposition methods, the substrate/source

geometry determines the collection efficiency of the available

sputtered atoms. The distance from the sputtering source to

the substrate is especially important. The deposition rate

decreases as the square of the distance from the sputtering

source. Our research indicates that the angular distribution

of the sputtered atoms is narrower than cosine distribution. The

maximum of the distribution is near to the normal to the sput-

tering source surface, as shown in Figure 5. We have insuffi-

cient data to make a precise statement at this time as to how

far from the normal one should find the sputtered atom maximum,

but early results suggest an angular deviation from the normal

within 10° as measured in the plane of incidence. Also, the
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angular distribution has circular symmetry about the cosine

lobe maximum. Optimum deposition rates, then, are obtained by

placing the substrate on the angular distribution maximum and

close to the sputtering source.

Focused ion beam sputtering can produce thin films of good

thickness uniformity with static fixturing of both the sputter-

ing source and the substrate. As shown in Figure 5, such an

arrangement can be expected to give 10% or better thickness

uniformity over an included plane angle of 30° about the nor-

mal to the source. When making larger uniform thin films,

the rotation of the sputtering source and/or the substrate is

"-.required during deposition. This sort of fixturing is called

mechanical rastering. The easiest rastering method is to leave

the substrate fixed at the farthest distance from the sputter-

ing source consistent with the deposition rate desired. The

altitude of the substrate, with respect to the source, is ad-

justed to be slightly above or below the angular distribution

maximum. The sputtering source is rotated slowly about the

ion beam axis during the deposition process. This simple ro-

tation gives excellent thickness uniformity in the plane of

rotation, and is appropriate when making many small diameter

thin films. For improved uniformity perpendicular to the

plane of rotation, the substrate can be rotated in a planetary

fashion asynchronously with the source rotation. This second

method is appropriate when coating large surfaces.

D. Properties of Sputtered Films

The thin films made by focused ion beam sputtering possess

mechanical characteristics that are extraordinary when com-

pared to films made by thermal evaporation. Backed films dis-

play outstanding adherence to their substrate. For example,

we have put 500 angstroms of titanium onto optical glass and

were unable to remove it with a scissors point. Not all mate-

rials behave quite this well, but adherence is generally suf-

ficient to pass the scotch tape test, unless, of course, a

release agent is used.
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The adherence of thin films to a substrate is considered to be

a function of the velocity of the atoms impinging on the sub-

strate during deposition. In thermal deposition, the source

atoms reach the substrate primarily by diffusion. That is,

their energies are typically in the 10 eV range. Sputtering

is a high energy process compared to this. It was noted ear-

lier that when the bombarding ions reached the 1 keV level,

the energy of the ejected atoms reached, and maintained at

higher ion energies, a 10 eV level. The energy of adhesion

for most materials is of order 10 eV. An atom must strike a

surface with at least the energy of adhesion for physical ad-

sorption to occur. We believe that when 10 eV atoms strike a

substrate, not only physical adsorption, but also some degree

of chemical adsorption occurs. This is very likely a covalent

type of bonding. Furthermore; loosely adsorbed gas molecules

and other foreign material are sputtered from the surface of

the substrate by the incoming atoms of source material. This

provides a mild substrate cleaning. In fact, when making self-

supporting films with this technique, one conventional release

agent does not work because of this cleaning effect. We have

found that Teepol is removed from the substrate during deposi-

tion with focused ion beam sputtering, and. provides no percep-

tible release action at all. BaCl and NaCl do perform as de-

sired with this technique, however. The 10 eV average energy

of the source atoms is also sufficient for a localized anneal-

ing effect that makes sputtered thin films very tough with

respect to abrasion and other mechanical abuse. Self-supported

films usually display the same strength, toughness, and ductil-

ity as their bulk parent material.

The fact that focused ion beam sputtering is a high vacuum pro-

cess contributes substantially to the adhesion and toughness

of films made with it. Other sputtering methods are high pres-

sure (10 torr) compared to focused sputtering (10 torr).

Their higher pressure is not consistent with the mean free

path requirements for tenacious and strong films. At 10"

torr, the mean free path in the vacuum chamber is about 1 cm,
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short enough that many collisions between a single sputtered

acorn and any residual gas atoms are likely to occur while the

sputtered atom is traversing the distance from the source to

the substrate. The energy lost in these collisions directly

affects the tenacity and strength of the final thin film by

reducing the amount of chemical adsorption. Deposition rate

is also adversely affected since multiple residual gas colli-

sions increase the diffusion of the sputtered atoms to areas

away from the substrate. At 10" torr, the mean free path is

of the o;:der of meters, and very little energy is lost from

the sputtered atoms due to collisions<,

Schmidt, Castsllano and Spencer have shown that thin films

made by focused ion beam sputtering can be very pure when com-

pared to films made by thermal techniques. The high vacuum

nature of the process reduces residual gas as a contaminant,

though some noble gas contamination from the ion beam can be

seen (100 ppm Xe for xenon sputtered tantalum). More signifi-

cant is the fact that sputter yield is in no way dependent on

the vapor pressure of the sputter source. High vapor pressure

materials can be sputtered without the crucible contamination

usually expected with thermal deposition processes. When the

sputtering source is more than a centimeter in diameter, the

focused ion beam never strikes the fixture holding the source,

and consequently there is no contamination from it. When work-

ing with small sources, or powdered materials, we use a spec-

troscopically pure graphite block as the source holder follow-

ing Sletten and Rnudsen . The contamination that does occur

is carbon, which has one of the lowest sputter yields, and is

not an especially important contaminant when working with

carbon-backed foils.
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III. APPARATUS CONSIDERATIONS

General Description

Ion beam sputtering processes have been studied for several

years. Most of this work has been related to experiments on

the physics of sputtering, as early apparatus was not suit-

able for production thin film deposition on a large scale.

The characteristics of some representative ion beam deposi-

tion systems are shown in Table 1.

REFERENCE BOMBARDING SPECIES

8 +
von Ardenne Ar

9 +
Chopra and Randlett Ar
Nablo and King10 Ar +

Sletten and Knudsen Ar

Scaife, Hanley and Purser Ar

All of these systems employ variations of the ion source

invented by von Ardenne. This device has become the ion

source of choice because a relatively high intensity noble

gas beam can be extracted. The excellent brightness of the

resulting ion beam simplifies its focusing, and small beam

spots can be obtained readily. Since these sources have a

high gas efficiency, a high vacuum in the sputtering region

can be maintained with a reasonably sized pumping system.

A typical focused ion beam sputtering system is illustrated

in Fig- 6. Ions are extracted from the duoplasmatron source

by the potential difference between the source and the ex-

traction electrode. The energetic ion beam is then focused

by the lens to a small spot on the sputter source, which is

made of the desired target material. Sputtered atoms leave

the sputter source and impinge on a substrate, where they

coalesce to form a thin film. In the following section, the

system components are described in detail.
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B. Duoplasmatron Ion Source

The duoplasraatron ion source used in our system is a variation

of the design introduced by C. D. Moak, et al. As shown in

Figure 7, this source has three main elements: A heated cathode,

an anode and an intermediate electrode which is biased negatively

with respect to the anode. An axial magnetic field is also ap-

plied between the intermediate electrode and the anode. A nega-

tive potential difference is established from anode to cathode

by a current regulated power supply. A gas of the species to be

ionized is introduced in the discharge chamber through a precision

leak valve. When the partial pressure rises to the order of 10

torr, a low voltage arc discharge strikes in the region between

anode and cathode. The arc ionizes the noble gas in the dis-

charge chamber. This plasma is constricted by the negative

potential of the intermediate electrode and is further compressed

by the axial magnetic field. This results in a high ion density

in the region between the intermediate electrode and anode. The

duoplasmatron derives its name from this dual plasma constriction.

A small anode aperture is centered on the axis of the discharge

and the argon ions are extracted from the plasma by an electrode

mounted at a high negative potential with respect to the anode.

The ions are accelerated to an energy corresponding to the

extraction potential and form a well defined diverging beam.
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Typical operating parameters for our system are shown below in

Table 2.

Ion Species

Ion Current

Source Gas

Source Pressure

Filament Current

Filament Type

Magnet Current

Arc Voltage

Arc Current

Extraction Voltage

Extraction Current

Anode Aperture

Ar+

2.0 milliamperes

Argon (99.9% purity)

200 microns

26 amperes

Oxide coated platinum mesh

1 ampere

80 volts

2 amperes

22 keV

2.5 milliamperes

0.3 mm diameter

Duoplasmatrons typically operate for a few hundred hours between

maintenance. Periodic maintenance is required because intense

ion beam sputtering occurs in the discharge region. Both the

anode aperture and tip of the intermediate electrode are usually

fabricated from a low sputter yield refractory material, and are

easily replaceable. The filaments are formed from platinum or

nickel mesh dipped in a barium carbonate emission coating, which

is then converted to barium oxide. Because the ion beam can

strike the extraction electrode under certain operating condi-

tions, it is fabricated from copper and cooled. Freon 113 liquid

cooling is provided by a closed loop which heat exchanges with

air. A high frequency power supply provides for the extraction

potential to minimize the stored energy which can be delivered

during a sparko Regulated power supplies are used on the extrac-

tor and arc to maintain the beam current stable to better than

10% for changing line, load and vacuum conditions.

C. Einzel Lens

One of the most desirable features of the focused ion beam sput-

tering technique as applied to fabricating nuclear targets is

the ability to optimize material economy when using separated
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isotopes. This is achieved by converging the ion beam to a

few millimeter diometer on a quantity of the order of 10 milli-

grams of the desired target material. Control of the beam con-

vergence can be achieved with a unipotential lens.

A typical three electrode unipotential lens can be seen in Fig-

ure 7. The fact that the potentials of the electrodes entering

and leaving the lens are the same assures that there will be no

net change in the beam energy after passing through the lens.

In this particular case, the focusing action is provided by ap-

plying a single retarding (positive) potential to the center

electrode. The unipotential lens derives its nane from this fea-

ture, as it is often referred to as an "einzel" lens from the

German word for single.

Lines of constant potential in the einzel lens are shown in

Figure 8, on a quarter section. These were obtained by solving

LaPlace's equation by relaxation techniques on a digital com-

puter. The central electrode is mounted at a high positive

potential and the equipotentials bow outward at the ends. It

can be seen that there is a saddle point in the equipotential

at the center of the lens. If we divide this diagram into four

sections from left to right dividing about the saddle point,

the focusing and defocusing parts of the field can be identi-

fied. The convex equipotentials on the left represent a decel-

erating potential on the positive ion beam so that there is a

resultant force radially outward which produces a defocusing

effect. In the section from the equipotential normal to the

Z axis to the saddle point, the radial resultant force is inward

and produces a focusing effect. The next section is focusing

as well because the ion is now being accelerated. The right

section is defocusing. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 9.

The lens is net focusing because the focusing sections act on the

beam when it has been decelerated to lower energy. Typical poten-

tial differences between the source and lens are 2 to 5 kV depend-

ing on the focal length desired.
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Figure 9 also illustrates the most significant aberration in

lenses of this type: The aperture defect. As the beam fills

more of the lens, the rays at the edge are converged ! •> a

shorter focal length than the rays near the axis. Thi- spheri-

cal aberration is the reason that lens is always much larger

in diameter than the beam; a good design number is for the beam

not to exceed 30% of the lens diameter.
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IV. CONCLUSION

An ion beam from a von Ardenne-type duoplasmatron ion source can be

focused to a small spot by an einzel lens. When this ion beam im-

pinges on a material in high vacuum, atoms will be sputtered from

the material. Such an apparatus is called a focused ion beam sput-

tering system. With an argon ion beam in the 20 keV range at 2 mA,

sputtering yield is suitable for the preparation of nuclear targets

from a wide variety of materials, including refractory metals. A

typical deposition rate for substrates located 2.5 cm from the sput-

tering source is 20 ug/cm /min. of titanium. Targets made in this

fashion are pure and very strong mechanically, even when self-

supporting. Purity results from the process not depending on the

vapor pressure of the target material and from the high vacuum

nature of the method. Mechanical strength results from the energy

of the sputtered atoms being high enough (average 10 eV) to cause

some localized annealing, and in the case of backed films, some

chemisorption. The distribution of sputtered atoms is similar to

the cosine distribution seen in thermal deposition, though narrowed

somewhat. The maximum of this distribution occurs near the normal

to the sputtering source surface.

The primary importance of focused ion beam sputtering to nuclear

target makers lies in its ability to produce high quality targets

from milligram quantities of source material and to produce targets

from material, such as refractories, which are very difficult to

prepare by other methods.

The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance of R. L. Liebert and

A. N. Petersen in the preparation of this paper.
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PREPARATION OF ISOTOPIC CAIMUM AND ZINC TARGETS

J . Reynolds and T. Morgan

(universi ty of Liverpool and Manchester)

Cd and Zn do not condense unless the vapour in tens i ty i s extreniely high,

the o ther a l te rna t ive being to coat the substrate with a low vapour pressure

metal t o act as a nucleus for condensation. Cd ta rge ts of 200 jig/cm2 on carbon

backings 10-15 ug/cmz were required foT Gouloirh exci ta t ion experiments. Since

the cos t of the isotope was qui te high the following method serves the function

of being economical as well as cons i s ten t . r~GLASS PLATE

Y////S////'/ - /

CROSS-SECTION OF SOURCE.
AREA . 8 an DIAMETER

1 an HBIOir

-TANTALUM TUBE.

-TANTALUM MESH DISCS.

—TANTALUM SHEET.

*"" ' ' • ' * RESISTANCE HEATED
Evaporation Procedure

200 ugs or cadmium isotope was weighed aid transferred to the source
(fig. 1). The appropriate substrate i.e. 10 tigs of carbon on glass slide
coated with releasing agent (CSI or RBS 25), was placed directly onto the top
of the source. The system was then evacuated to a pressure of ̂  5 x 10 s torr.
The source was heated to about 450°C then allowed to cool slowly, preventing
fracturing of the glass slide. The carbcn si£>strate is floated off in the
normal nianner.
The Source

As shown in the diagram, the source is a tantalum tube spot welded on a
0.005" tantalum sheet. Inserted half-way (town the tube are five spot-welded
tantalum mesh discs (SO mesh). The principle being that the mesh produces
a multi-point source, thus producing a uniform target oti the substrate.

Results have proved that the target has a uniformity of 102 over an area
of cria with a recovery of at least 90S of the material.

The method has a high degree of versatil i ty and has been used for various
other compound and elements since.
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PREPARATIONS AND CONTROLS OF TARGETS USED
FOR NUCLEAR PHYSIC MEASUREMENTS
AT THE BRUYERES LE CHATEL CENTER

'j. P. Bonetti, P. M. Guay, J. Jooanigot, J. Kwinta
Commissariat al'Energie Atomique

Centre d1 Etudes de Brueyr s le Chatel
BP n" 61 - 92120 Montrouge - France

1. INTRODUCTION

The targets made on the Bruyeres le Chatel nuclear center are used

for nuclear physics studies. They are designed either to be bombarded in

particle accelerators for nuclear reactions cross sections measurements

or for nuclear spectroscopy. The evolution of making and control techniques

is directed towards :

- the diminution of the backing mass and thickness, eventually its sup-

pression,
- the increasing of the target surfaces,

- the better knowledge of the mass, homogeneity, isotopics and chemi-

cal purities of the deposits.

We can make targets with either radioactive isotopes (generally actini-

de isotopes) or stable isotopes, in two specialized laboratories. I am going

to expose the methods used in these two laboratories.

2. CONTROLS AND FABRICATIONS USED FOR
INACTIVE TARGETS

2.1. The making technique we generally use, is the vacuum evaporation.

The equipment of the laboratory consists of :

. two high vacuum evaporation apparatuses with electron guns

. seven classical vacuum evaporation apparatuses used for the deposits

of oxydable materials or carbon backings preparation.
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The deposited mass measurements are made with a piezo electric quartz

on the high vacuum evaporation apparatus. The quantity oi material deposi-

ted on the source is continuously controlled under vacuum, during and after

the evaporation.

A special application to rare earth elements will be presented in an
x

other paper

The precision of the mass determination is about - 5 to 10 %.

For the sources that are not adulterated by the air, the masses are

measured by weighing with a Mettler M 5 balance (100 (ig determined with

a precision of 5 to 10 %).

The thickness measurements are generally got by interferometry (we

apply the NOMARSKI'S method and use a NACHET microscope in the range

from several ten A to 2 um with a precision of ibout 30 A).

One of our classical vacuum evaporation apparatus is equiped with a

photometer that measures with a good reproducibility the light trans-

mission through aluminum foils for instance from 1 to 12 ug/cm .

2. 2. The fabrications essentially concern self supporting foils. On the

table n°l we have collected the characteristics of our self supporting

targets

Remarks : - the lithium, calcium and rare earrh metals foils are always

kept under controlled atmosphere, to prevent the oxydation. We use glove

boxes under dessicated argon. The targets are sent to the users in contai-

ners filled also with dessicated argon.

- the contamination caused by the crucible material is a well-

known problem. It can be generally solved when the target material is

cheap, but in the case of rare isotopes it is very troublesome and a special

study is sometimes necessary.

x Fabrication of self supporting metallic rare earth targets using a piezo
electric quartz as substrate ; C. Bonetti Service Physique Nucleaire ,
Centre d'Etudes de Bruyeres le Chatel - BP n° 61 - 92120 Montrouge France
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2. 3. The backings used for inactive and active deposits are prepared with the
classical methods :

- carbon backings in the thickness range of 5 to 200 ng/cm (vacuum

evaporation of graphite on a soluble substrate of barium chloride)

- VYNS or RHODOPAS AX backings with the following characteristics :

. small mass : from 5 to 20 jig/cm

. large surface : up to 36 cm

. homogeneity : - 2. 5% on an 80 mm diameter

. a mechanical strength sufficient for later vacuum metallization

with 5 to 20 (ig/cm of goid or aluminum when opacity or electrical conduc-

tibility of the backing iE necessary.

We get these backings by the deposit of a thin film on a glass plate

slowly pulled out of a solution of VYNS in cyclohexanone, under a regulated

temperature (30"C - 0. 5"C).

3. CONTROLS AND FABRICATIONS USED FOR ACTIVE TARGETS

3.1. Actinide isotopes are generally used for these preparations. Our equip-

ment consists of electrodeposition under low (about 10 volts) or high (800 to

1000 volts) voltage units and two electrospraying apparatuses On the follo-

wing table (n°2), we have summed up the characteristics of the foils we can

presently prepare.

For each isotope , the first line concerns the electrospraying method.

The second line concerns the electrodeposition procedure.

The chemical form is always the oxide in the electrodeposition proce-

dure because we are obliged to calcinate the source after the deposition, to

get a good adherence on the substrate.

3. 2. As this laboratory is a branch of the analytical chemist* y division at

the Bruyeres le Chatel Center, we have specially developped the quality

controls of these active targets :

- at first the determination of the deposited masses (see next table n*3),
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- then the isotopic and elementary purities of the deposited material.

These measurements are made with ionisation mass spectrometry, spark

mass spectrometry, activation analysis or electrochemical techniques.

The geometrical characteristics (essentially homogeneity) of the sources

produced by our two target-making techniques were studied during the deve-

lopment period of these techniques. A part of that work was exposed, last

year, by M. Kwinta at the Chalk River Conference.

I remind you only his conclusions :

- the electrodeposited targets are non uniform and the distribution non

symetrical. The relative variations of thickness can be as large as 100%.

- the general distribution profile of the electrosprayed targets are sa-

tisfactory. Maximum irregularities of thickness are within 7% of the average

value.

Therefore, as the mean homogeneity level of our sources is known,

there is only a control if the user asks and pays for it. Then we apply our

two technics :

- ionography for fissile materials (see the Kwinta's communication at

the conference of Chalk River in 1974)

- interferometry (Nomarski's method) only for the uranium oxide depo-

sits with a thickness range from several ten angstroems to 2000 A with a

precision of about 30 A.

3.3. I am going now to present you how we prepare actinide deposits on thin

backings with the electro spraying method.

a- apparatus : our apparatus was achieved from informations kindly given

by M. Verdingh (BCMN Euratom Geel). It is essentially constituted with the

following parts enclosed in a glove box :

- a metallic two directions oscillating and grounded table. As maximal

zone of deposit, we get a square of 30 centimeters long sides.

- a high voltage supply (30 000 volts, 1 milliamper).

- a glass capillary (internal diameter : 450 p.m) bound with a 5 milli-

meters tank.
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- a tungsten electrode (390 |xm diameter) put in the capillary, under a

positive voltage of 6 to 12 kilovolts.

b- sprayed solutions : they are methanolic solutions of the acetates of acti-

nide elements. The currently used concentrations expressed in metal concen-

trations, are :

Uranium : 6 to 10 grams per liter

Plutonium : 1 gram per liter

Americium : 0, 3 gram per liter

A special care must be brought for the preparation of these solutions.

The organic or inorganic impurities are eliminated at first by the classical

purification techniques (for instance solvent extraction or ion exchange chro-

matography).

Then the purified elements are precipitated as hydroxydes by ammonium

hydroxyde and, after filtration, dissolved in acetic acid.

Three successive gentle dryings and dissolutions with acetic acid are

performed. The ultimate acetic residue is dissolved in methanol.

That solution is finally filtrated on an alcool resistant filter to eliminate

the contained dusts and undissolved particles.

These solutions must never be older than seventy two hours (specially

for the plutonium) because the risk of colloids formation is very high in the

methanol.

c- deposits preparation :

- on metallized VYNS backings

We use backings with the following characteristics :

. VYNS thickness : 20ug/cm

. metallization layer thickness : lOjug/cm .

The surface of the deposit is defined with a circular mask.
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To minimize the edge effect, we use a lOOum aluminized mylar mask

gummed on a metallic ring with a conductive point. That ring can be fixed

on the target supporting system. In these conditions, the edge effect is limi-

ted to a 60 jam length.

The usual thicknesses are the following ones :

. 100_ug/cm for the uranium

. 50 ug/cm for the plutonium and the americium.

The diameters can attain seven centimeters. These values are the lar-

gest ones we had to attain and they do not represent the limits of the method.

The high voltage was 7500 - 1000 volts.

The quickness of the spraying, depending on the concentration of the

solution, goes from 150jag/hour (americium) to 5 milligrams/hour (uranium)

deposited on the overall sprayed surface.

- on carbon backings

For nuclear reactions, cross section measurements (uranium (d, FP)

for instance), we made uranium targets with a thickness range from 40

to 80^ug/cm~.

The carbon backing thickness were going from 9 to EOjag/cm .

The deposits diameters were fifteen mjlimeters.

After electrospraying, the uranium acetate is transformed into oxide.

This transformation is done under vacuum (10 torr) by a slow rise of the

target temperature with a high frequency heating. This technic allows us to

maintain the generator out of the vacuum container.

The so-prepared oxide sources have for the nuclear physics measure-

ments a background caused by parasit reactions lower by a factor two than

the ones produced with acetate sources.
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We plan to develop this technic for the other isotopes of actinides. It

allows to get as good targets as with vacuum technic for oxides, with the

advantages of the electrospraying :

. low spend of nuclear material

. very easy recovering of the non useful parts of the sprayed

matter.

. low level pollution of the installation

. the electrospraying stand is cheaper than the vacuum eva-

poration apparatus.
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Figure n* 1
High vacuum evaporation apparatus with electrongun

Figure n* 2
Inside of the vacuum evaporation stand

Figure n* 3
Electrospraying apparatus

Figure n* 4

Metallic ring with aluminized mylar mask used for electrospraying

Figure n* 5
Background lowering obtained with oxyde source (b) compared
with acetate source (a)

Table 1

Table 2

Table 3
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THE ROLE OF PARTING AGENTS IN THE UNIFORMITY OF THIN

TARGETS USED IN HIGH-RESOLUTION SPECTROSCOPY

H.K. Abele, P. Glassel, P. Maier-Komor, H. Rosier,

H.J. Scheerer, H. Vonach

Physik-Department, Techn. Universitat Munchen, Germany

A BSTRACT

The energy straggling of monoenergetic ot-particles in thin targets was

212

investigated for 8784.9 + 0.12 keV oc-particles from Po. The trans-

mitted «-particles were momentum analyzed in a O3D-spectrograph and

detected in a multiwire focal plane proportional counter. Targets of var-

ious materials in particular gold and carbon were investigated in the thick-
2

ness range 5 - 100 fig/cm . Specu! emphasis was placed on invesii^ating

targets produced with the use of different parting agents. The angle between

ot-beam and target was varied between 0 (normal incidence) and 50°. The

observed energy distributions of the transmitted cc-particles are compared

to calculated Vavilov distributions and quantitative information of the

effective nonuniformity of the targets as a function of incident angle is ob-

tained in this way. In all cases the effective nonuniformity increases with

incident angle. The magnitude in increase however depends strongly on

the parting agent used in the production of the target.

INTRODUCTION

New target problems started at the Munich MP tandem accelerator with

the measurements of svgular distributions of (d, p)-reactions in the Munich

Q3D-spectrograph. Comparing spectra obtained at reaction angles of 10

and 65°, the energy resolution at 65 was found to be nearly twice as bad



" as that at 10°. A similar behaviour was soon observed in high resolution

spectroscopy with heavy ions.

2
All used targets were in the thickness range up to lOOfig/cm on carbon-

2
backings of 5-10 ug/cro . One can conclude that there must be an angle

dependent nonuniformity in the carbon backings. These backings were

produced using sucrose with betaine as parting agent . Inspecting these

backings through a microscope one observes a crumbly surface. This

crumbly surface is a replica of sugar crystallites of the parting agent.
2)

D.N. Braski studied surface structures of some parting agents with

the carbon replica method using electron microscopy. His analysis gave

average crystallite sizes between 100 A and 2000 A and average surface

roughnesses from 50 A to 1000 A depending on various parameters as

parting agent material, temperature of the substrate, rate of evapora-

tion, thickness of the parting agent.

2 °

Recalling that carbon foils of 10 pg/cm or gold foils of 100 fig, cm" have

a thickness of nearly 500 A, one notices that the size of such a crystallite

structure and the target thickness are of the same order of magnitude

This means that, however uniform an evaporation may be, the parting

agent produces an inhomogeneous target.

These nonuniformities are not detectable in a measurement of the target
3)thickness profile with the standard method, which e.g. 11.1.. Adair

described.

In his measurement highly collimated oc-particles from a source pass

through a 1 mm aperture and then penetrate the target foil. The shift of

the ctf-particles is measured with a silicon surface barrier detector. How-

ever the aperture of 1 mm is much wider than the diameter of the micros-

copic structures. In experiments at particle accelerators a target is gener-

ally penetrated by an ion beam with a beam spot of 1 mm :n diameter or
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more. Therefore the microscopic structure has no effect on reaction yielc'

and normalization. However the energy resolution is strongly effected by

the different target thicknesses seen by the incoming and outgoing particles.

This results in a broadening and flattening of the peaks in the spectra.

EXPERIMENTAL

212 4)

at -particles from Po with an energy of 8784.9+0. 12 keV penetrate

the targets. This source 0.3 mm in width and 4 mm in height is mounted

at a distance of 15 mm behind the target leader in the target chamber of

the Q3D-spectrograph. The full solid angle of the spectrograph thus accepts

particles passing through a target spot of a hight of 5.9 mm and a width of

!.9 mm. For target angles not of normal incidence the solid angle was re-

duced not to exceed 2 To deviation in path length in the target for all par-

ticies. The magnetic fields of the spectrograph were adjusted so as to

focus on the ot-source and not, as normally done, on the target. The trans-

mitted ot-particles were momentum analyzed in the Q3D-spectrograph and

detected in a multiwire focal plane proportional counter with a wire spacing

of 0.5 mm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ideal spectrum of ot-particles (about 9 MeV) from a strictly mono-

energetic source penetrating a target should exhibit a Vavilov distribution.

The main difference to this measurement as compared to previous ones

which gave only the mean energy loss, is that here the actual straggling

width is determined (fig. 1).

The FWHM resolution for the ot-source without target was 1.8 keV. (fig. 2).

This is a resolution aE/E of nearly 5000. If one compares this energy

width of the «-source with the straggling width of thin carbon foils -for
2

example a 7 jug/cm carbon foil has also 1.8 keV FWHM- one sees that
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it is necessary to unfold the measured spectra. This is done by dividing

the Fourier transformed target broadened energy spectrum by the Fourier

transformed source spectrum. One problem is to find in the transformed

energy spectrum the right cutoff-frequency in order not to emphasize

statistical e r ro r s . But the right cutoff is easily found by comparing

computer calculations for different cutoffs.

Fig. 3 shows such an analysis for a carbon target of 6 pg/cm . In the

upper part are shown the measured spectrum and the approximation by

backtransforming the frequency-spectrum with different cutoffs (solid

line). In the lower part of the figure one sees the energy distribution

unfolded from the source spectrum. With a cutoff of 40 frequences (of a

range of 512 frequences) one obtains oscillations in the tails of the peak

due to the absence of high frequences which may give a sharp gradient

LOS? ( WVJ

Fig. 3 Analysis of an energy spectrum by Fourier transformation.
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in the backtransformed spectrum. With a very large cutoff of 150 the

oscillations are due to emphasizing statistical e r ro r s . But even at the

optimum cutoff of 100 small oscillations still persist in the energy loss

distributions due to statistical fluctuations. In many cases the results

with a soft cutoff do not improve this behaviour. However this means

only one should not trust the here presented results further down than the

10 % width-

To consider the energy distribution as a function of incident angle ot the

needed target thickness seen by the beam is described by the simple angle

dependence d (oc) = d (oc= 0) / cosoc , with the assumption of an ideal

target with plane and parallel surfaces. The Vavilov distributions for the

target angles 0°, 30° and 50° for a 100 fig/cm gold target penetrated by

the «-source are shown in fig. 4.

WVHj0V-DI8TRIBUTMN8

t « 24 32 4C 48 EA
ENERGY LOSS C KE.V)

=ROJECTrLE: 8 . 7 8 NEV ALPHA PARTrCLES
~ARGET.- AU 100 tlYGsCtl*
TARGET ANGLE; 0° .30° . E0 '

Fig. 4 Vavilov distributions for target angles 0°, 30°, 50°.
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One sees that the lefthand tails of the peaks start at different energies as

is expected, since the thinnest target must give the smallest minimum ener-

gy loss.

i3y the way all angle dependent energy distributions are normalized to the

same peak hight. This makes it easy to compare the widths, but these dia-

grams do not give the correct intensities for a given differential energy loss.
2

Fig. 5 shows results for 50 ̂ ig/cm gold targets produced with three diffe-

rent parting agents: Betaine, Sodium chloride and Lensodel. The parting

agents Betaine - this means the mixture Betaine and sucrose - and

Lensodel, which is identical to Teepol, are wiped with Kleenex tissues
2

onto microscope slides. NaCl was evaporated in a thickness of 50 ug/cm .

Fig. 5
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It is surprising that the centres and the maxima of the peaks lie so close

together for the gold targets with betaine and will* NaCl as parting agent.

Only the energy distributions of oc-particles penetrating the gold target

with Teepol as parting agent look similar to the Vavilov distributions as
2

shown in fig. 1. If one compares carbon backings of 5 to 10 jug/cm the
effects are nearly identical to the ones observed with the gold targets.

For many metals up to a thickness of 500 A the effects are similar.

How can one explain that the lefthand tails of the angle dependent energy

loss distributions for targets on NaCl or Betaine start nearly at the same

energy? In the crystallites of the parting agents one always finds enough

planes which are perpendicular to the beam at any target angle. Particles

passing through these planes exhibit the minimum energy loss. The angle

dqiaiffent broadening of the peaks which exceeds the Vavilov distribution,

is then due to the different effective target angles seen by the particles.

In fig. 6 the results are plotted for some other parting agents (NaCl,

Betaine, CsJ, Alanin, Teepol) with which we produced 50/ug/cm self-

supporting gold targets. The real thicknesses of the targets (2 for each

parting agent) are up to 20 % higher than the nominal 50/ug/cm . There-

fore the absolute values for the FWHM are of no significance. The lines

are to guide the eye. Only the curves for Lensodel and Alanin appear to

be nearly parallel to the theoretical Vavilov curve. The others agree only

at very forward angles with the Vavilov prediction. In order to estimate

the discussed behaviour for other particles and energies with different

stopping powers, we have defined a thickness FWHM. With the simple

assumption that the actual energy loss distribution is a folding of the

Vavilov distribution with a Gaussian thickness distribution one deduces the

FWHM of the thickness distribution from the following expression:

FWHM =

'(FWHMexp)2 - (FWHMVay f

stopping power

These values expressed in % of the mean thickness, are plotted in fig. 7.
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For 0 all values are rather close together; this means that it is of no

high significance what parting agent is used to produce targets for

experiments with incident and reaction angles nearly perpendicular to

the target.

However if one does high resolution spectroscopy at large reaction angles

only Teepol seems to be useful as the parting agent. In a further series

of measurements it was investigated whether the replica structure on a

backing (especially on carbon) changes, when target material is built up.

Taking care in order not to overheat the target by radiation- and condensa-

tion energy, it was found again the same structure of the peaks as is seen
2 2

e.g. for a 90 ug/cm Ni-target on a 6 ug/cm carbon backing in fig. 8.
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Fig. 7 Thickness distributions for gold targets on different parting agents

A new problem ar ises : When a parting agent with a crystallite structure

(here Betain) is used for carbon backings, energy losses less than 20 keV

occur with noticeable intensity. Our interpretition is that a number of

evaporated atoms strike the parting agent not perpendiculary in a region

outside the centre above the evaporation source. Therefore some crystal-

lite replicas shade partially the valleys of the carbon foils and you find

lower thicknesses in these valleys.
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CONCLUSION

The results of our measurement suggest that all targets should be produced

with the use of Teepoi as parting agent, or in a more general sense with an

organic parting agent with very little crystallite structure like Teepol. How-

ever this is often impossible .because of temperature limits and growth

problems of the condensing metals.
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With the technique described here to measure the energy straggling there

is however the possibility to at least check the resolution of the target

without using expensive beam time.
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Preparation of Self-Supporting Niobium Oxide Targets, with Water
I Q

Enriched in 0

M.A. SAETTEL
Centre de Recherches Nucleaires, Universite Louis Pasteur

Strasbourg, France

Targets of oxygen can be made by anodic oxidation of metallic layers.

This technique vas used for preparing self-supporting niobium or tantalum
18

oxide targets, with water enriched by 98Z in 0. The amount of oxygen

deposit in relation to the anodic polarisation tension in the case of the

oxidation of niobium is first studied; secondly, the preparation of self-

supporting targets obtained by total oxidation of a thin layer of niobium
I O

with water enriched in 0 is given. Using this method, about ten targets

of 130 Ug/cm niobium oxide were made, with only 0,3 ml of water enriched

in 180.

1. INTRODUCTION

18
Water enriched in 0 by 98% was used for preparing the targets.

Niobium or Tantalum oxide targets can be prepared by total anodic oxi-

dation of a thin layer of niobium or tantalum obtained by vacuum evaporation.

Niobium and Tantalum, which have the same chemical properties, se^m to

be the only rare metals which can be subjected to anodization with water as

the electrolyte, without adding another oxidizing agent.

In this paper, we shall first describe the experimental results concer-

ning the amount of oxygen deposit in relation to the anodic polarisation

tension in the case of the oxidation of niobium. Secondly, the preparation

of self-supporting targets obtained by total oxidizing of thin layers of

niobium with water enriched in "o will be presented.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE ANODIC OXIDATION OF NIOBIUM

2.1. Procedure of the anodization of niobium

The oxidation of niobium is obtained with natural distilled water. Thin

niobium foils of 6p thickness are subjected to anodic oxidation with 5 ml

of distilled water.

The electrolysis cell is a conically-shaped piece made of teflon. The

6p niobium foil is placed at the bottom of the recipient and acts as the

anode. The cathode is a tantalum wire which is immersed in the water.

During the anodization, the voltage is kept constant; because of the

oxidation of the niobium foil, the intensity of the current decreases; when

it approaches zero, the oxidation rate is very low and the anodization can

be considered as being finished.

2.2. Experimental results

By first approximation, the thickness of the niobium oxide can be consi-

dered as being proportional to the voltage applied, as it was made by Amscl

for the anodization of tantalum (ref.l).

The niobium foils are weighed before and after the oxidation with a

microbalance, and the amount of oxygen deposited is known. The precision

of the measures is - Spg/cm . The oxidation of the niobium begins at 20V.

He shall assume that the oxide formed is the pentaoxide of niobium

Ifl^Oj. Amsel affirms that the oxide formed by anodization is the most

stable (ref.l) and Dawson Phillips has verified it in the case of tantalum

(ref.2).

We can therefore calculate the thickness of the oxide of niobium and

deduce that of nvobium which is oxidized at the different voltages.

The results are given in the following table.
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Voltage

V

20

30

40

50

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

Amount of
2

lig/cra

5

14

19

23

26

32

40

47

53
60

6?

74

Nb?0c formed

(Jg/cm

16

47

63
76

86

106
133

156

176

199

223

246

Thickness of the Niobium

layer which is oxidized
yg/cm

11

33

44

53

60

74

93

109

123

139

156

172

The graphs I and 2 give the thickness of oxygen deposit and the thickness

of the niobium layer which is oxidized as a function of the voltage applied.

The second graph will be used for the determination of the optimum voltage

which oxidizes completely thin layers of niobium of a known thickness.

We have made the same study for the tantalum, and we enclose the graphs

drawn in the case of its anodization (Graphs 3 and 4 ) .

3. PREPARATION OF SELF-SUPPORTING NIOBIUM OXIDE TARGETS ENRICHED IN l 80

3.1. Procedure tor the preparation of these targets.

The method consists in the complete oxidation of a thin layer of niobium

using water enriched in "*0.

The niobium is evaporated with a Varian electron-gun on glass-slides

covered with a layer of baryum chloride (about 60 yg/cm ) evaporated in
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the same vacuum enclosure as the niobium- The thickness of the layer is

measured with a calibrated sensor head connected to a deposit monitor during

the evaporation.

The electrolysis cell is adapted to the ymall quantity c" .rater availa-

ble. It consists of a piece of stainless-steel, containing a teflon cylinder

shutt off by a tantalum rod of eight mm diameter, which is used as the

cathode.

18
0,3 ml of water enriched in 0, is introduced into the small cup made

by the cathode of tantalum and the teflon cylinder.

The glass-slide, with BaCl_ and Mb, to which the voltage is applied, is

lowered into contact with water enriched in 0, so that the oxidation be-

gins immediately.

The oxidation voltage is chosen in relation to the thickness of the

niobium layer, according to the graph 2 , drawn for the niobium oxidation.

It must be •• ust enough for the complete anodization of the niobium layer,

so that no bubbles, which could disturb the uniformity of the niobium

layer, will be formed in the electrolyte, and no water enriched in '°0 will

be lost.

When the current approaches zero, the layer becomes transparent and the

oxidation can be considered as being finished.

The oxide film is removed from the slide by floating it on distilled

water, and put on the target frame.

3.2. Results

With this technique, deposits of 90 vg/cnt and l50pg/cm of niobium

have been oxidized completely by applying respectively 90V and 160V giving
* 2 +

self-support: ing niobium oxide targets of l30ug/cm" and 2IOiig/cm (-10%).

The thickness was checked by weighing with a tnicrobalance.

Thick layers of niobium can also be oxidised partially, but the targets

have often pinholes.
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Using 0,3 ml of water enriched in 0, about ten self-supporting niobium

oxide targets of ?3Oug/cm2 were made.

4. DISCUSSION

Self-supporting tantalum oxide targets can also be made using the same

method. The experimental results of the anodic oxydation of tantalum are

very closed to those obtained with the niobium. However, in the same condi-

tions and the same voltage, the anodization of niobium is longer than that

of tantalum.

In our case, niobium was prefered to tantalum for its lower atomic num-

ber in order to reduce scattering of charged particles.

We can calculate the rate of the niobium oxide formed per Volt applied :

it is about 23 A/V or I,06ug/cm2/V.

When we have made the same study, in the same conditions for the tanta-
o o

1 urn, we have found 12 A/V or l,U4|jg/cm /V.

These values are lower than those given in the Handbook of Thin Film

Technology (ref.3). This can be explained by the utilisation of water as

electrolyte without adding an oxidizing agent.

Young discusses the idea of a limiting thickness proportional to the

voltage applied, but recognizes that the A/V values are useful for certain

pratical purposes (ref.4).

5. CONCLUSION

This method of preparing self-supporting niobium or tantalum oxide tar-

gets presents an advantage, which is the anodization using only water without

adding an oxidizing agent.

In the ca?e of targets of zirconium, titanium or aluminium oxides, ammo-

nium citrat or boric acid must be added to the water, so that the metals can

be oxidized. The method can only be used when natural oxides of these metals

are needed. In the case of isotopically enriched oxide targets of these
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metals, 0 coming from the oxidizing agent will be an undesirable impurity.

He would like to thank Mr. A. Schultz for reading and criticizing this

paper.
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Graph 1 .- Amount of Oxygen

as a function of the Voltage applied
in the case of Niobium
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Graph 2 .- Thickness of the Niobium layer

which is oxidized as a function of the Voltage applied
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Graph 3 : Amount of Oxygen

as a function of the Voltage applied

in the case of Tantalum
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Graph 4 : Thickness of the TantaLum layer

which is oxidized as a function of the Voltage applied
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TARGETS FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION STUDIES WITH HEAVY-ION REACTIONS

John R. Erskine

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

I'm standing up here in a little different role than most of

the previous speakers; I am a consumer of targets and very appreciative

of these things. Certainly the researcher understands that the target is

the source of his experiment. This is where the nucleus is that he is

studying. But many times he will spend time in getting the apparatus

set up, the computer and the detector working, and have great expectations '

of what the contents of his little bottle is going to produce. But when he

has his first look at the data, somehow the energy resolution doesn't meet

his dreams. Many times it's just that the experimenter hasn't done

sufficient homework to see the difficulties involved. Getting ready for ?:

this talk was an occasion for doing homework, so I went through some •:

calculations which I'll show you. I was surprised to see the extent of the J

problem of target non-uniformity when you work with heavy-ion '?.

reactions. H

Ten or fifteen years ago I used to make targets myself. \i_

I
At the banquet last night there was talk of a new type of Ph. D. student !;

who had never touched a target evaporation device. At one time I did make i;'

boron 10, self-supporting targets, so I think I have some appreciation for },
t

how patient one has to be. In this paper I will tell a little bit about the !•

kind of research as well as the experimental goals that we're after and
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then end up by showing a specific example of an experiment. I will tell

what was known about the target and compare the calculations with what

was actually observed.

The magnetic spectrograph shown in Fig. 1 is used here

at Argonne to study charged-part icle react ions. It produces spectra with

good energy resolution. I 'm sure there a r e s imilar spectrographs at

many of the laboratories from which you come. The part icles, which

a re produced by the beam striking the target, enter the spectrograph, a r e

dispersed in momentum, and a r e focused onto the detector. This kind of

instrument has done physics for many years and with i t , i t ' s relatively

easy to obtain good data. A single peak from a spectrum that we observed

about a month ago is shown in Fig. 2. We used a gold target that was

lying around from a previous experiment. We easily observed a spectrum

that had a resolution of 5. 1 keV (FWHM) out of 16 MeV, one part in 3100.

The data were recorded with an ordinary split-pole spectrograph and not ij

a Q3D spectrograph. With a proton beam, targetry is just no problem. jj

One can obtain very nice high-resolution resu l t s . !jj

One can go to a little fancier kind of target. Figure 3 is a U

244 U
spectrum taken with a Pu target that was made by Jerry Lerner here 3

Si
; • - : -

at Argonne with the isotope separator. Here we have 12-keV resolution, !j

which is good enough to bring out lots of interesting structure in the spec- |;j

H
trum. This kind of thing can be done quite nicely. But, if one tr ies to do ij

the same thing with a heavy-ion reaction (say, with an oxygen beam), Cj

then life becomes much more difficult. B
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The spectrum in Fig. 4 shows a reaction induced by a

O beam. The target here is a 5 —10 ug/cm self-supporting carbon

foil. What we are trying to do is to resolve the two states which are

81 keV apart. We really had to strain, but in this experiment we managed

to do this.

The energy-resolution problems associated with heavy-ion

experiments are , generally speaking, due to effects of the target, beam,

and detector. The target effects turn out to be very serious. They

become progressively more serious the heavier the ion. The problems

can be classified as follows: (i) energy-loss straggling phenomena, (2)

non-uniformity in thickness effects, and (3) the inability to fully compensate

for reaction-site effects. For the study of reactions with light-ion beams,

such as protons, energy-loss straggling is the dominant effect. For heavy

ions, (2) and (3) become most important.

Let's start out with a simple situation where, let's say,

we look at a 70-MeV oxygen beam transmitted by a gold target. What

one would see is represented in Fig. 5. The spectrum recorded by the

detector is suggested in the lower part of the figure. We assume a 100 ;

jig/cm" gold target. The mean energy of the particles observed by the ;

detector would be 69.82 MeV. The beam energy is displaced toward ^

lower energy by 180 keV, which is the mean energy loss of the beam. j

The amount of energy-loss straggling is 46 keV. This happens because, !j
jri

when a particle goes through the target, the energy loss AE is not jj
[,?

always the s a m e ; it f luctuates around the mean value of 180 keV. j.i
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Figure 6 illustrates the situation if we double the target thickness. For

a 200 tag/cm target, AE is doubled and the energy-loss straggling has

increased from 46 keV to 65 keV.

The basic equations given by the simplest theory that

describes these two phenomena are shown in Fig. 7. The mean energy

loss AE is the target thickness times the stopping power (dE/dx); so AE

grows linearly as the target gets thicker. The stopping power can be

represented by the term: (M/E) ' Z .. The energy loss gets worse

as the square of the projectile charge Z. For oxygen, the energy loss

would be 64 times greater than for protons of the same energy, and

for nickel it would be another 10 times larger than for oxygen. For all

but very thin targets, the energy-loss straggling 6E goes as the first

power of Z . , but the thickness and the target material Z/A enter as

the square root. From this one can see that, for heavy ions, energy-loss

effects dominate since they are proportional to Z . rather than Z
proj proj

The general trends can be illustrated as follows. Figure 8

shows examples of energy losses that one expects with beams from a

10-MV tandem accelerator. For a 20-MeV proton beam on a 100 fig/cm

gold target, the energy loss is 1. 1 keV. For an oxygen beam the energy

loss is about 200 keV, and for a calcium beam the energy loss increases

to 800 keV. Another point to notice is the difference between a gold and

carbon target. Carbon has about 2.5 times greater energy loss for the

same foil thickness in jig/cm than gold; it's a substance that one would

like to have as little as possible of on the target, because of the energy

loss that it introduces.
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target materials and projectiles considered in Fig. 8. Only collisional

straggling contributions have been calculated. For very thin target

thicknesses, Vavilov theory was used. Fora 100-jig/cro gold target,

protons will have an energy-loss straggling of less than 1 keV, an oxygen

beam will have 46 keV, and a calcium beam will have 116 keV.

Figure !0 shows a grossly nonuniform target with a step

in the middle of it. This figure is supposed to suggest how nonuniformity

increases the energy spread of the transmitted beam. The beam coming

through the thinner part (shown as dashed lines) has a smaller energy loss,

whereas the thicker part (dotted lines) has a larger energy loss. The effect

of combining the two smaller peaks into the larger one (solid curve) is, of

course, to increase the width.

I'm sure there are many different kinds of nonuniformities

but those shown in Fig. 11 are just a few that I've thought of. The upper

part illustrates a macroscopic non-uniformity in which the target has a

wedge shape. That situation probably is not so important since the beam

spot is usually very small. The middle portion shows non-uniformity with

microscopic roughnesses on both surfaces. Finally, one can imagine

voids in the target. Any of these effects will produce trouble.

Figure 12 shews the results of some calculations concerning

the effects of nonuniformity. What I was considering here was a 100 Mg/cm

thick gold target with a non-uniformity of 10%. The effects of target non-

uniformity on the energy spread of the transmitted beam was calculated for

various projectiles and energies. For example, for protons the energy

loss is about 1 keV and energy-loss straggling is about 0. 56 keV, So the 1 0%
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nonuniformity increased the en»rgy spread by about 1.9%. The way

this was calculated was to combine 10% of the energy loss i&. i i JieV) \vjth

the straggling contribution {0.56 keV). These ire added together as the

square root of the sum of the squares, since the two effects are supposedly

incoherent processes. But for heavier beams (for example, a 30-MeV

4
He beam), the same target nonuniformity gives a 0. 6% increase in the

observed energy width. A 70-MeV oxygen beam shows a 7% increase,

a calcium beam shows a 22ft increase and the high-energy nickel beam

a 20fr increase. To summarize, then, the energy spread .">f the transmitted

beam is considerably larger for the heavier projectiles.

I'd like to move on to reaction-site compensation effects.

If one is trying to do a reaction in which the beam particle is O and the

outgoing particle is something else, the stopping power generally will not

be the same for the incoming projectile as for the outgoing projectile.

Because of this difference there is a problem. Figure 13 shows the case

for a *" Pb target with a 1 00-MeV O beam. We want to observe C ions

coming out of the target at a 45 scattering angle. If the path length is the

same for both O and C ions, then for a target that is 250 |ig/cm thick,

the energy loss for the oxygen ion is 415 keV and for the carbon ion is

214 keV. Now in general, the nuclear reaction can occur anywhere along !
|

the beam path in the target. It can occur, say, at site 1; and the carbon ion I
I

from the reaction has to move through the target suffering the loss AE . 5

The reaction also can occur at another extreme, at site 2. Here there is jij

no energy loss for the carbon ion but the oxygen ion loses AE in energy. "«
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This situation then produces a large spread in the observed energy resolution

for the carbon ions. There is a trick that can be used to compensate for

this effect and that is to carefully adjust the target angle. If the target

o
angle is changed to, say -15 , as shown in Fig. 14, the path length for the

carbon kn from site 1 is much larger than for the path length for the oxygen

ions. It is possible to make the energy loss for both the carbon and oxygen

ion the same, as they are in Fig. 14. The experimenter in general would

like to take advantage of this technique and adjust the target angle to minimize

the difficulty with differences in the energy losses. One can only do this

if the target is flat and if it doesn't have the kind of non-uniform structure

mentioned earlier. What in fact happens is that the experimenter will

change the target angle and watch to see if the energy resolution improves.

Sometimes it does and sometimes it doesn't. One just has to take what

one can get. Presumably the reason one can't fully compensate is due

to bending, bowing, or microscopic structure on the surface of the target.

Figure 15 shows a spectrum that we took here at Argonne

with a Ca target and an O beam. We wanted to study the N ions coming

from the target. The transitions to the ground state and 3. 08 MeV state in

49

Sc are the two strong peaks. The energy resolution is about 110 keV.

It would have been nice to have better resolution, since we were really

trying very hard to see the two weak states near 2. 3 MeV. We tried many

targets but none of them were really better in resolution than about 110 keV.

We used fresh targets, very thin targets, targets made in different ways,

but we just couldn't seem to break this 110 keV barrier. The best target
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was 25 jig/cm of Ca on 17 ug/cm carbon. We tried thicker targets,

say, up to 50 u,g/cm but the resolution was more or less the same.

Let's see if we can understand why this is happening. The

measured resolution width is 110 keV and a list of the contributions one

thinks of are given in Fig. 16. The detector system contributes about 60

keV and energy-loss straggling SE is about 33 keV. If you subtract these

effects by assuming they combine as the square root of the sum of the

squares, then you conclude that there are other effects which are contributing

86 keV. So why wasn't better energy resolution observed? Tne energy

losses for the oxygen and the nitrogen ions were 93 and 73 keV. The

difference between them is only about 20 keV. So it would seem that it

isn't lack of compensation for the reaction site that is the difficulty,

because we're looking for something that is quite a bit larger. My guess

is that there is a non-uniformity in the calcium layer that just couldn't be

eliminated.

I would like to mention that using a carbon substrate produces

a lot of difficulty because of the contaminant reactions observed from

carbon. The recent growth in the variety of self-supporting targets has

been very useful, but further work on the fabrication of more kinds of

self-supporting targets is urgently needed.

I'd like to summarize briefly: nonuniformity effects are

exceedingly important for heavy-ion reactions, and the flatness of the

target is very critical. The problem of beam-spot heating and the buildup

of carbon has not been solved.
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Work performed under the auspices of the E. R. D. A.

Fig. I. Argonne split-pole magnetic spectrograph.

1 97 197
Fig. 2. Single peak in spectrum from Au(p, p) Au showing resolution

at 16 MeV bombarding energy.

244
Fig. 3. Spectrum from Pu using target made by direct deposition on

carbon substrate by the Argonne isotope separator.

Fig. 4. Spectrum from C( O, C) O^ reaction using a 5 - 1 0 ^g/cm

self supporting carbon target.

Fig. 5. Top portion shows a schematic of a 70-MeV oxygen beam

transmitted by a 100 Mg/cm gold target. Lower portion is a

peak from a spectrum recorded by detector using such a system.

Fig. 6. Schematic of situation one would expect using system of Fig. 5

but with a 200 tig/cm gold target.

Fig. 7. Basic equations for energy loss and for energy-loss straggling

in a target.

Fig. 8. Graph illustrating energy losses one would expect for various

reactions and energies.

Fig. 9. Graph illustrating energy-loss straggling one would expect for

various reactions and energies.

Fig. I 0. Illustration of a grossly non-uniform target and effect one would

expect on energy resolution.

Fig. 1 1. Illustrations of various types of target uniformities one might

expect.

Fig. 12. Table of contributions one might expect with a 100 Mg/cm thick

gold target having a IOJI non-uniformity.

Fig. 1 3. Illustration of site-compensation effects using an O beam for

a Pb target, 250 Mg/cm thick.
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Fig. 14. Illustration of site-compensation effects using same conditions

as in Fig. 13 but changing ti:e target angle to -15 .

Fig. 15. Spectrum with Ca target and O beam and observing ground
49state and 3. 08 MeV state in Sc. Resolution is 110 keV.

Fig. 16. Calculations of contributions to the resolution of 110 keV in
49peak in Sc shown in Fig. 15.
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PREPARATION OF a - RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE TARGETS BY HIGH VACUUM

EVAPORATION

H. J. Maier und R. GroBmann

Sektion Physik der Universitat Miinchen, Abteilung Kernphysik

8046 Garching toei MUnchen

ABSTRACT

A system for the routinely production of accelerator targets

of a - radiating isotopes by high vacuum evaporation has been

installed in the University of Munich target laboratory. Thin

metal-, oxyde- and halide films of enriched Ra, Ac, Th, Pa, U,

Np, Pu and Am isotopes in the thickness range between 10 JUig/cm

and 1.5 mg/cm have been prepared on C-, Al- and Ni backings.

Cold crucible electron bombardment heating techniques as well as

induction and resistance heating of collimating crucibles were

utilized. Electron bombardment heating proved most suitable for

the preparation of ultra pure high quality films of actinide

oxydes, if at least 10 mg of isotopic material are available.

Starting up from quantities as small as 0.5 mg, collimating

Ta- and Pt crucibles of different geometries with collection

efficiencies between 20 and 80 # were employed for the pro-

duction of actinide metal- and Ra and actinide halide films.

This procedure is unsatisfactory for the vaporization of

actinide oxydes because of an appreciable contamination of the

deposited film by the crucible material. To overcome this

difficulty a quantitative conversion of actinide oxydes to

the corresponding fluorides in a 1 mg scale was accomplished.

r
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ii
1. INTRODUCTION f(

In the last few years a number of interesting studies of nu- j[

clear fission has been undertaken in the Tandem - Laboratories

of Munich and Heidelberg. The target group of the University

of Munich has supplied more than 300 a - radioactive targets

for these experiments. The present paper gives a survey of the

evaporation facilities and the special preparation methods

which were applied for the production of these targets.

We have prepared targets of all elements with atomic numbers
between 88 and 95, mainly in their oxide or halide form,
rarely in their metallic form. In nearly all cases the evapo-
rations were done on carbon backings in the thickness range

p

between 5 anc* 60 pg/cm . Other backings as for instance nickel

or aluminium foils were used exceptionally. Self supporting

radioactive targets were not prepared up to the present date.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Since v/e had to meet quite complex requirements on the target

properties, a versatile preparation system was set up

(cf fig. 1 ) . It consists of three low-pressure gloveboxes,

which are interconnected by pass-through-chambers or flanges.

Two of the gloveboxes, devoted with A and B, contain a high ;;j

vacuum evaporation system. Box C is a preparation box. ij

•j

Evaporation system A was designed as a highly versatile system ;j

with good vacuum technical features. A 2000 1/sec oil diffu- j

sion pump in combination with a water- and liquid nitrogen t
cooled chevron baffle^ generates a pumping speed of 550 1/sec

for air respectively 3000 1/sec for water vapour at the pump-

ing port. A pressure of 5 x 10"' torr is easily maintained

during operation. The evaporation equipment was chosen to meet

'supplied by VEECO GmbH, 8 Munich, Knorrstr. 142, W-Germany

; • ;
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Key to fig. 1

General view of the target production system

1 Pass - through chamber

2 Diffusion pump stack

3 Roughing pump

h Pyrex bell jar

5 Base plate

6 Electron beam evaporator ESV6

6a Feedthroughs for ESV6

7 High current feedthroughs for resistance heater

8 Rotational feedthrough

9 Induction heating coil

10 Vacuum feedthrough

11 Current-, HP-, water- feedthroughs in glovebox

12 Air inlet filters

13 Ventilation plant with built-in aerosol filters

14 Waste collecting tank
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as many as possible of the common problems of target preparation

technology. It comprises an electron beam evaporator, two inde-

pendent resistance heaters, a quarz crystal monitor for control

of deposition rate and film thickness and a rotatable substrate

holder which is very useful for the preparation of sandwich tar-

gets without breaking the vacuum. Substrate cleaning by a glow

discharge is possible.

System B was especially designed for the evaporation of small

quantities of highly radioactive material. This is accomplished

either by induction heating of tubular crucibles or by resist-

ance heating of effusion cells. Details will be discussed in

section 3. To get rid of the heavy radioactive contamination,

which builds up in this system, the baseplate with all the feed-

throughs as well as the bell jar may be interchanged by new,

clean parts via a waste collecting tank. The same type of pump-

ing stack as in system A is used. The low conductance of the

vacuum feedthrough (cf fig. 1) limits the pumping speed at the

baseplate to 300 1/sec for all gases. Nevertheless a pressure of

1 x 10" torr during evaporation is easily maintained after

careful degassing of the source and the source material.

3. DETAILS OF EVAPORATION SOURCES

3.1. Electron beam evaporator

Our most important tool is the 6 kW electron beam evaporator"1";

which possesses a water cooled copper crucible and thus allows

the vapourization of refractory materials without contamination

by the crucible material (fig. 2). The electron beam is de-

flected by 180° in an inhomogeneous magnetic field before strik-

ing the source material in order to protect the cathode from

getting coated. The same magnetic field prevents most of the

secondary electrons to impinge on the substrate, where they

+' Supplied by Leybold-Heraeus GmbH, 6^5 Hanau, Wilhelm-Rohn-
Str. 25, W-Germany
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Quantity of source

material (nig)

10

50

100

Substrate distance

(cm)

5
10-12

7

Produced targets

number

2

4
1

area

(cm2)

0.2 ... 0.5

0.2 ... 0.5

thickness
(fig/cm2)

100

100

150

fo - efficiency

0.4 ... 1

0.16 ... 0.4

0.45

Table 1 : Typical examples for the efficiency of the electron beam evaporator
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Fig. 3: Schema of induction heating apparatus (450 kc, 10 kW max.)
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might take influence on the growing thin film. The beam spot

can bo moved in the x-y plane and its size is variable from

3 x 5 mm upward. The latter two properties are essential for a

quantitative vapourization of the isotope material, of which a

minimum of 10 mg was employed for one evaporation cyclus in the

present investigations. The collection efficiency of the elec-

tron beam technique is moderate, as seen from table 1. The tar-

get homogeneity, however, is better than 10 % at sho.'-t substrate

distances and is easily improved to < 5 % by increasing the

distance.

Electron beam heating is the most suitable method to evaporate

the actinide oxides. Because of the low thermal conductivity of

this type of chemical compounds the evaporation temperatures are

achieved at a beam power setting of 50 - 100 v?atts which implies

a minimum temperature stress on the fragile substrates.

3.2. Induction heating arrangement

Fig. 3 shows the induction heating arrangement, which is instal-

led in system B. Tubular crucibles with inner diameters between

4 and 18 mm were employed to evaporate samples of isotopic mate-

rial in the 1 ... 5 mg scale. Collection efficiencies between

5 and 25 % are typical for this arrangement, depending on the

substrate distance, the collection area and the condensation

coefficient of the source material on the specific substrate.

A film uniformity within 10 % is easily realized by proper

selection of the collection area as a function of the substrate

distance and the crucible diameter. Table 2 presents a set of

calibration data for the deposition of BaBr. on carbon backings,

which were taken with respect to the preparation of RaBr targets.

The maximum crucible temperature of about J000 K (limited by

the melting point of tantalum metal) allows the vapourization

of low vapour pressure materials as for instance Uranium and ij«i

Thorium metals and many of the actinide oxides (cf fig. 5a and



Crucible 0

(mm)

4

10

18

18

Source Distance

(mm)

19
19
19
16

Collection Area 0
(mm)

8

12

16

18

Efficiency

%

7.5
14.6

15.7

25.5

/*g/cm

per mg source material

140

125

78

100

Table S: Collection efficiency data of the induction heating arrangement,
measured by deposition of BaBrg on C-backings. The homogeneity across

the collection area is estimated to be better than 10
of interference colours.

on the basis
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Fig. 4: Effusion cell with heater
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b). However there is the restriction, that film contamination

by the tantalum crucible material usually has to be taken into

account. On the other hand, the evaporation of high vapour

pressure materials - e.g. Plutonium metal, flcCl., and RaBr^ - re-

sulted in virtually clean targets.

3.5 Effusion sources

Sometimes one is forced tc make thick targets out of 1 mg of

isotopic material or less. For this purpose we use the set-up

outlined in fig. 4. It consists of a Knudsen effusion cell charac-

terized by its channel length 1 and diameter d in combination

with an appropriate tantalum heater ' which guarantees a uniform

temperature of the cell. The heater does not withstand tempera-

tures considerably higher than 2100 °K. So it is impossible to

evaporate actinide oxides or Uranium and Thorium metals with

this set-up. On the other hand, fig. 5c shows that actinide

fluorides are easily vapourized within a temperature range

between 1000 and 1500 K, using platinum as a construction mate-

rial for the effusion cell. Compared to tantalum metal, plati-

num has the advantage, that it does not react chemically with

the actinide fluorides at elevated temperatures, resulting in a

higher film purity.

The collection efficiency of an effusion cell is quite high.

As can be seen from table 3, up to 80 % of the evaporated mate-

rial may be collected on a water cooled substrate. However, a

thin film deposited by this technique has an inhomogenious pro-

file. To demonstrate this, we have measured the thickness dis-

tribution of several SiO test films evaporated on silver coated

pyrex substrates by a source with 1/d = 10. The thickness mea-

surement was done by counting the number of Newton interference

fringes of equal thickness across the area of the film. ' This

method may be applied with advantage to SiO films and is fa-

+> Supplied by the R.D. Mathis Company, 2840 Gundry Avenue,
Long Beach, Calif. 90806
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Fig,.5a; Vapour pressure curves of some Aotinide metals (Data taken from ref.2-4)
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Fig. 6; Thickness profile of a SlO-film produced by an effusion cell with l/d = 10



Source
Distance (mm)

12

20

12

20

Substrate

All foil

with

opaque

surface

Ag-coated

pyrex

Substrate

Temperature

15

15

200

200

% Efficiency

on 20 mm 0

80 a )

70 a )

? 0 b)

22 b>

FWHM

(mm)

3.2

3-5

Thickness jkg/cwf

per mg source material
~ (50 mm 0)

113

100

51 b)

t(FWHM)

530 b)

262 b)

t max

700 c^

360 o)

Table 3: Efficiency data for an effusion source with 1/d = 10.

a) determined by weighing

b) determined by numerical integration of the area under the thickness
profile. ^-Efficiency was checked by weighing

c) peak value of graph
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voured by a reflecting substrate. In order to achieve a good

adherence of these films the substrates had to be heated to

200 °C, which caused a relative low total collection efficiency.

Fig. 6 shows a typical thickness distribution. Ir. addition,

table 3 contains some efficiency values related to these measure-

ments. It comes out clearly, that the maximum thickness t:

and the average thickness innert the FWHM t/p.™i exceed the

average film thickness "t/-*0 „,_. ,v\ considerably.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Referring to fig. 7, some general remarks on the leading ideas

of our target preparation may conclude this paper.

Oxyde films are the most convenient target form because of their

good chemical, thermal and mechanical stability. If the quantity

of the isotopic material is sufficient for electron beam eva-

poration, ultra pure high quality films are. easily obtained. If

evaporation has to be done by a crucible, film contamination by

the crucible material usually occurs.

Similar to the oxides, actinide fluoride films show a good sta-

bility. As shown in chapter 3«3* they can be evaporated out of

a platinum effusion cell without contamination. So fluoride films

are the most favourable target form if the source material is

available in the 1 mg scale only. Actinide fluorides are easily

prepared starting up from the oxide material usually supplied

by the ORNL: the powdered oxide is simply treated in a small

platinum vessel with hydrofluoric acid, which effects the con-

version. For instance, the reaction formula for the production

of UP^ is

U0 2 + 4HP »UF 4 + 2H20.

After washing with distilled water and careful drying in vacuo

the product is ready for evaporation.
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Metallic actinide targets have been prepared in some exceptio-

nal cases, where oxygen or fluorine could not be tolerated from

a point of view of the nuclear experiment. The vapourization of i

actinide metals by electron beam heating requires a compara- :

tively high beam power. Two effects contribute to this phenome-

non: first, the high thermal conductivity of the molten acti- ;

nide metals favours the heat transfer to the water cooled cru- :

cible and second, for the high atomic numbers under discussion .;
elastic scattering leads to beam power losses of about 50 %. '

Thus, with our electron beam gun set at 6 kW the evaporation

rate of the low vapour pressure metals uranium and thorium
p

(cf fig. 5a) is limited to about 20 fig/cm -min at a source dis-

tance of 10 cm. To overcome this difficulty, a levitation heating

arrangement is under test at the present time.

Two cases in fig. 7 remain to be discussed: the Radium-226 and

the Actinum-227 targets. Because of the high specific activity .

of these materials they were evaporated in the chemical form

supplied by the manufacturer and no efforts were undertaken to •

prepare the oxide or fluoride. Radium was evaporated in form of

RaBro. Several carbon backed targets in the thickness range
2 ;

between 10 and 500 ilg/em and in different sizes between 0.2
2

and 3 cm have been produced. Aetinum was evaporated in form of
AeCl,. Starting up from about 1 mg of isotopie material, two

targets of 60 Jtg/cm were prepared on 20 J»g/cm carbon backings.

The authors are pleased to express their gratitude to :

Miss Dagmar Prischke and Mr. H.U. Friebel for their valuable i

assistance during the preparation of most of the targets. I
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CARBON FOILS AS HEAVY ION STRIPPERS*

J. L. Yntema

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

Thin carbon foils are useful as strippers in the terminal

of a tandem electrostatic accelerator. In the case of heavy ions, the

energy of the beam emerging from the accelerator is substantially higher

for foil stripping than for gas stripping. In addition, for heavy ions foil

stripping will avoid some of the operational difficulties which can be expected

from the use of gas strippers.

There are some distinct disadvantages if one uses foil

strippers. The minimum usable foil thickness is about 3 Mg/ctn , which

is considerably in excess of the thickness needed to achieve charge state

equilibrium. This excessive thickness contributes an increase in multiple

scattering and energy straggling which results in a deterioration of the

beam quality. For the usual experiments in nuclear spectroscopy this is

not a serious drawback, but if the tandem is to be used as a multiply

charged ion source for an energy booster it may well be an important

consideration. The deterioration of the beam quality increases with-time
i

because the foil thickness tends to increase with time during bombardment. i

The most serious limitation is the foil lifetime when used for heavy ions 5
ll

(A ^ 32). If one wishes to have a high beam intensity through the tandem, |

which is especially necessary for a tandem used as injector in a post
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accelerator, the lifetimes for thin carbon foils at tandem terminal energies

are very short.

A summary of approximate lifetime for a number of heavy

ions at various energies is shown in Fig. 1. In order to plot the lifetimes

observed experimentally for various heavy ions at a number of energies

on the figure, we have assumed that the foil lifetime is inversely proportional

to the particle density incident on the target. In the case of an oscillating

target we have taken the dimension of the beam spot rather than the

dimension of the area swept by the beam. The ordinate, therefore, is

given in particle l-ia min/mm . In order to accomodate the variety of

particles and energies, we have assumed that the ion velocity is the

relevant parameter and therefore used units of MeV/A. The points for

non-heated stationary foils are fairly well accomodated by a straight line.

It is uncertain to what extent the lifetime is a function of foil thickness.

At low ion velocities the foils usually had a nominal thickness from 2 to

10 Hg/cm , while in the 1 MeV/A region the foil thickness was of the order

of 25 |ig/cm . It is, of course, possible that ths apparent increase in

lifetime is also associated with the increase in foil thickness.

The carbon foils tend to increase in thickness in the area

exposed to the beam and also show a marked increase in non-uniformity.

In part, this increase in thickness can be ascribed to the cracking of

hydrocarbons on the foil surface. It is probable that there are also beam-

induced effects which contribute to the foil thickening. The low energy A

point was obtained by Ferguson at Harwell in the exceptionally good vacuum
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_9
of about 10 Torr with a negligible amount of residual hydrocarbon vapjr

pressure. The foil thickening effect can also be controlled to some extent

by target oscillation.

A substantial increase in the lifetime of carbon foils exposed

to a 4 MeV Ni beam was obtained by radiative heating of the foil to a

temperature of approximately 500 C. The increase in observed lifetime

•was about a factor of 40. If the heating was coupled with a slow motion

cf the foil, which increased the effective area of the foil by a factor of 6,

the lifetime was more than ZOO times longer than that of an unheated foil.

The experimental point corresponding to the latter experiments is shown

on the top of Fig. 1.

The possibility of increasing the lifetime of carbon foils

by annealing at 1000 C prior to use and then use them without heating in

situ has also been investigated. There was no substantial difference between

annealed and non-annealed foils.

Electrostatic effects can have a very destructive influence

on the foils. During bombardment there is a significant current flow

through, the foil. Since the foil is rather thin this current flow results

in a high current density in the foil itself. The current and temperature

gradients in the foil can result in rupture of the foil near the edges of the

foil holder. If insulators with surface charges are in the vicinity of the

foil, the foil can be blown off the frame almost instantaneously.

In some of our experiments we have evaporated a very thin

layer of Au on the foil. This increased the foil lifetime by about 50%.
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On the other hand, similar experiments at Chalk River with thin layers of

Al resulted in a substantial decrease in foil lifetime. The most likely

solution to the foil lifetime and thickening problem is to use a thin

oscillating 3tripper foil heated radiatively to about 500 C in the tandem

terminal.

Work performed under the auspices of the Energy Research and

Development Administration.
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THIN FOILS FOR BEAM-FOIL SPECTROSCOPY

H. G. Berry

Argonne National Laboratory. Argonne. Illinois 60439

and

The University of Chicago, Chicago. Illinois 60637

Abstract

Two effects will be discussed. The

first involves comparing the breakage of carbon

foils (5 Mg cm ) under impact of focussed and

non-focussed beams. Under defocussed beam

conditions produced by x and y sweeping at

frequencies of 1 kHz across the 25 mm foil,

breakage was reduced by a factor of 5 to 10.

Secondly, we discuss the effect of tilting thin

foils relative to incoming heavy-ion beams.

The final surface interactions change drastically

giving rise to -changes in the excited heavy ion

products.

193
*

Work performed under the auspices of the
U. S. Energy Research and Development
Administration.
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This will be mostly a short qualitative description of -

what we do with thin carbon foils and what beam-foil spectroscopy is |

and so I'll probably end up with more questions directed to you than f;

;̂
solutions to any big problems. We initially started out using the :

';]
thin carbon foils just to do some experiments but we ended up more ~i

interested in what we can do about understanding the foils themselves. j
I]

I bope that some of you have some good answers for me. ,1
!

First of all, I'll just briefly describe what beam-foil I

spectroscopy is. It involves foils, of course. Figure 1 shows a

heavy ion beam (e.g. Ni ) coming from the left, impinging on a thin

carbon foil generally 4—5 tig/cm thick. The experiments at Argonne

use ion beams between 1 and 4 MeV giving us lifetimes of the

foils in the ion beam of an hour or so. I'll go into the lifetime problem

a little more later. In front of the beam we have a beam defining

aperture so that theoretically the beam does not impinge at the foil holder.

I think this gives us somewhat better lifetime characteristics. A

Faraday cup measures the beam current after the foil. The beam picks

up and loses electrons in the foil and comes out of the foil as a neutral ij
ji

X, or as X , X , X , etc. and this is realty a function of the ion-beam {
S

energy. In general, say, we have 2-MeV nitrogen going through the foil. a
Coming out of it will be N and there will be some N and N , almost ;

no neutrals and there will be a little 4 and 5 . We should note that jj

this X is not in its ground state but has picked up a little extra energy.

Thus one of the electrons on the singly-charged nitrogen has slightly
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more energy and loses this energy by decaying and giving off some light.

It decays down to the ground state of each ion eventually, emitting light

of various wavelengths. Since we are spectroscopists we're interested

primarily in this tight, which is analyzed with a spectrometer and

electronic detection. In fact, with a microamp of beam through a

carbon foil at these energies you can put your eye next to the chamber

and you can see a lot of light. Nitrogen, for example, is a blue light.

In fig. 2 there is a rather nice example of a singly-charged

lithium beam. If you look carefully you can see that the light is blue

initially and then it's green further on down. In fact the blue light

comes from doubly-charged lithium and it gives off the light rather

quickly. It takes a few nanoseconds for the light to travel down beam

and we can say that this blue light decays within a fraction of a

nanosecond. It goes back down to the ground state of the doubly-charged

lithium ion whereas the green light decays very slowly. There is

quite a complex process going on which produces this light in xhe beam.

But it's all initiated by the foil. We look at various positions along

this beam and measure how fast the light decays.

The foils are about 5 Hg/cm and in the Argonne

arrangement we have 1/4" diameter with a pre-aperture of 5/16 of an

inch. We focus the beam through this aperture without a foil into the

Faraday cup and then we apply what we call rasters, horizontal and

vertical, to apply a high frequency electric field somewhere before

the bending magnet. It sweeps this beam spot so then we get a rather
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uniform current density within our foil area. Since, as Yntema pointed

out, the current density is quite important in determining how long

thsse foils live, we make a nice uniform spot size so we can increase

the lifetime accordingly, proportional to the areas we use, defined by

the front aperture and a uniform current density going through the foil.

We don't heat the foils. The foil holder is a rota table disc which is

rotated from outside the vacuum system with 23 such foils on it.

Rather than heat the foils we rely on being able to replace them very

easily.

Perhaps it is very obvious that just defocussing the

beam really improves our experimental system. Defoe us whenever

possible is the moral to this result.

The second point was that just recently we tried tilting

these foils. This is where we ran into the question of what these foils

are made of and how can we improve the system. The beam defines

the Z axis and we tilt the foil and again look at the light of the beam

after the foil, in the direction k. We find that the light yield changes,

although we had thought the interaction with the beam involved picking

up and losing electrons in the target and nothing should happen when we

tilt it. For example, the polarization of this light was very different.

We place a polarizer along the light axis, rotate the polarizer to see

a large change in the polarization. More interestingly, we found

that we induced circular polarization. Thus, if we looked
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along the X axis we'd see that the light was circularly polarized. This

meant that atom was rotating relative to this X axis. This meant there

was some interaction of the surface, equivalent to some sort of torque

which is pulling it. Sometimes it's rotating the other way, depending on

what atom we look at. Previous to this we thought the interesting interaction

we were looking at was something that was going on inside the carbon and

since all carbon foils are equivalent then this is just a bulk type of interaction.

It's much more difficult when we get to the surface because as you all know,

there's a big question whether this is carbon at the surface? It may well

be carbon inside, but what do we have on the surface? In the last talk we

heard from Jan Yntema that there is carbon buildup or some sort of buildup.

The foil gets thicker in general. So, if this surface is continually changing

these effects like the polarization of the lights should change too. We run

vastly different vacuum systems, we run for hours, and to within the 1%

type measurement we see no change at all in our polarized light.

If we have a foil of a certain thickness that we start out

with and we admit that it's building up impurities on the surface, the

question is, on which surface does it build up? I haven't heard an answer

to that question although many people have opinions on it. If it were being

built up on the first surface it would make sense that we would see no change

in the light yield. But given that it's building up on the final surface and we

see no change, could it be that the atoms, say the big hydrocarbons which

are being deposited on this, are they being broken up by the ion beam very

{.-•rapidly so that they become free carbon atoms and hydrogen a t o m s , e tc . ?
! i
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If they were, we'd end up still with carbon and we wouldn't see any change

in the polarization. I know there are some electron measurements at the

University of Chicago that show that under electron beams these big

hydrocarbons break up in a matter of seconds or so. Whether they do

with ion beams, I don't know. So I'd be very interested in any answers on

this problem. There is a whole series of questions we can ask. Is it

clean or is it dirty, is it rough or is it smooth? And we saw from those

nice pictures of Jan Yntema's that the surface structure really changes as

you impinge with the ion beam. For example, the pictures that he showed

are very similar to what we've seen at the Dynamitron — the foil starts

out quite smooth to the eye, but after a little while you see large scale

crinkles. But then, just before it breaks (maybe half an hour or so before

it breaks) it looks shiny and smooth. At Laval University, Quebec,

they find that for carbon beams at 6 MeV beam energies, they run experiments

for a couple of hours until the foil gets smooth and then they make their

real measurement and then the foil breaks right after that. We had some

comments about heating the foil. There is some work I think which hasn't

been published apparently by Kay at the University of Canterbury in England

who's also tried heating the carbon foil and he measures a thickness of the

foil at various times just by looking at the light profile and estimating the

foil thickness; Kay finds that at low temperature the foil gets thicker. He

has a normal vacuum of 10 Torr. As he heats up the foil to about 500

this thickening process gets less and less* and then if he goes over 500 up

to 1000 it starts getting thinner in time. So it seems to me that this optimum

8
13
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lifetime of the foil is the point where there is no additional thickness

buildup in the target.

There are a couple of other things I'll just quickly mention.

One is that we've tried some experiments using sandwich foils. For

example, carbon on one side and aluminum on the other. Figure 3

shows the ratio of the light yield from He to He beam for different

foils. The open circles correspond to 70-keV beam energy. If we look

at this ratio for a Copper + Carbon sandwich, with carbon on the down

beam side, and then look at this ratio when we reverse it for carbon +

copper with copper on the down beam side, we get a different number for

this ratio. It's not too different for copper and carbon nor for silver and

carbon, but if you try aluminum and carbon and carbon and aluminum there

is a difference of a factor of 2 in this ratio. This suggests that the

interaction we are looking at depends on what material the ion beam sees

last. We're still very puzzled by this result because this was a very poor

-5vacuum, 1 0 Torr and we certainly had Impurities on the surface. This

would say that there is some bulk effect in these interactions. What I

wanted to mention here was that after running these sandwich foils, in the

beam, if we didn't break them, quite frequently there would be no carbon

left on them. For example, the aluminum foil would be just a pure

aluminum foil. The carbon would peel off. Maybe this is one way to

produce self-supporting targets'
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There is just one other set of experiments which we do

which concern the target which I thought someone else was going to mention

but I'll mention it. We also try to replace this foil with a thin single gold

crystal, of 500 A thickness or so. We align this crystal so that its

principal axis are across the beam and then we look at the light yield j

from the beam as a function of tilting the single thin crystal. We see . fj
•>"

-j

changes in the light yield. The important thing here is that they have to J
1

be very thin because otherwise, say with a 1-MeV helium beam if we is

want a very definite spatial resolution a very definite velocity we have to ?J

have an order of 500 to 1000 A thick, otherwise it loses a considerable '-•.
.I

fraction of its energy in the target. These thin gold crystals are made tl

here, I guess in several places right now, but Jim Worthington who is . -

here can discuss their manufacture in more detail. ?i
•'if

A
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Beam-foil experimental arrangement.

Fig. 2. Decay of a 700 keV Li beam excited in a thin carbon foil.

(The dots represent the blue light which decays rapidly; the

vertical bars represent the green light which goes through

a maximum about 2 cm from the foil and then decays slowly. )

Fig. 3. Ratio of light yield for a He II transition and a He I transition

for incident He beams on sandwich foils.

I
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INFORMAL DISCUSSION ON TARGET ROLLING - - F . J. Karasek
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PREPARATION OF TARGETS USING ELECTRON

GUN SYSTEMS

P . Maier-Komor

Physik-Department, Techn. Universitat Munchen, Germany

A B S T R A C T

Most targets of isotopes with very low vapor pressure can only be fabri-

cated by vacuum deposition using an electron gun system or a heavy ion

sputtering system. Heavy ion sputtering is a very new technie-je with

many unsolved problems. Therefore it seems to be easier to work with

an electron gun.

Different commercially available electron guns, which are all designed

for the high evaporation rates used in industry, are examined for their

qualification in processing small amounts of material as used in fabri-

cation of isotope targets.

Electron backscattering and the associated efficiency of the electron beam

power is strongly dependent on the atomic number Z of the evaporant

and the incident angle of the electron beam on the surface of the evaporant.

This dependence leads also to the undesired effects to the target layers

from electrons and ions. Some precautions are necessary against the

effects of the electrons and ions, which are formed in the plasma directly

over the beam impact point.

Beam power and beam density have to be chosen to get a constant evapora-

tion rate and a low enough condensation rate in order not to overheat the

target substrates. To evaporate some metals it may be helpful to pulse

the electron beam.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

In the last few years electron gun evaporation techniques have found wide-
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spread use, expecially in the electronics industry. Primarily this is due to

the fact that this method is particulary suited for fully automated systems.
Therefore there is a large number of newly developed electron guns on

the market, which facilitate the eva poration of "standard" metals such

as Ag, Al, Au, Cu, Cr, Ni and Ta. In these systems the volume of the

crucible is usually of the order 10-50 cm , the size of the beam spot
o

is at least 1 cm and the power is greater than 10 kW. Decreasing the

size of the beam spot offers no advantages, as can be seen in fig. 1.

Increasing the power without increasing the size of the beam spot leads

to a soon saturation of the evaporation rate, because the high density of

the evaporant atoms at the point cf impact results in a reduction in the

number of electrons striking the surface. Beyond this saturation point

considerable power is spent in the high density plasma to produce secon-

dary electrons and ions. At lower beam densities, that is larger beam

spots on the other hand, one can go to a higher power before reaching the

critical plasma density. In other words, at low power a large beam spot

produces a smaller evaporation rate than a small one. In order to achieve

large evaporation rates both high power and a large beam spot are needed.

Of course these considerations are only valid if the beam spct is no larger

than the size of the evaporant.

THEORY AN EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

As a example for the special set-up needed in the target production molyb-

denum is taken with the assumption that about 100 mg isotopic metal is

available. In the molten state this forms a droplet of about 3.5 mm dia-

meter.

By refering to table 1 one can compare the maximum usable beam power

for various commercially available electron guns. There are many more

electron guns on the market, but since their power is too high and the beam

spot is to large, they can be disregarded in this context.



Manufacturer

Airco Temescal

Balzera

Leybold
H*ra«ua

Sloan

Varian

Varian

Veeco

Gun
Povar

kV

5

12

6

6

2

6

6

Daflaction

permanent
magnet and
•lectro-
magnet

electro-
magnet

alaotro-
magnat

alaotro-
magnat

parmanant
mugaat

panaanant
Mgnit and
alactro-
macnat

alaotro-
atatlo

Maximum
Acceleration
Voltage

kV

5

11

12

10

It

6

20

Minimi**
Bean Spot

mn

k.8 x k.B
triangular
ahape

5.5*

5 x 8
elliptic
ahape

3.2 x 9.5
elliptic
ahape

3.2 *

<t.S 4

3.2 4

Bean Density

W/cai2

1,3000

48000

19000

2.9000

25000

33000

75000

Effieianey

W

4100

4600

1800

2400

2000

3200

6000

efficiency
of

Gun Cower

*

82

38

30

40

100

53

100

Table 1

o
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F i g . 1 Depositions rate as c function of the
power input for different beam spot
cross sections.

Power

The stated efficiency shows that for some guns very much power has to be

dissipated from the crucible without contributing to the evaporation rate.

Further more these guns have inherent problems due to ionization and

backscattered electrons. Since a large electron beam passes through the
vapor cloud directly above the source, more electron - ion pairs are

created by the collision of vapor molecules with the primary electrons.

Nevertheless these units can in principle produce equally good results

as the lower powered units, where the beam spot is no larger than the

evaporant, since it is possible to remove the ionized particles from

the substrate surface by means of deflection fields.

Considering the power requirements one knows from resistive evapora-

tion, that more than 90 % of the input power is lost since only a small

part of the surface of the boat actually is in contact with the evaporant.



Despite the low efficiency of less then 10 % an input power of 2 kW is

adequate for the production of targets.

In electron beam evaporation a large amount of heat is lost to the cooling

system of the crucible. Therefore the total efficiency is much smaller

and the required input power is usually in excess of 2 kW. One must by

all means avoid dissipating power in empty regions of the crucible.

Since the required beam spot only has about 3.5 mm diameter, it is ne-

cessary to aim the electron beam very carefully to ensure maximum

power transfer to the evaporant. Having an electron gun with an electro-

static or a permanent magnet deflection system one can easily find the

actual beam position by placing a copper foil in the crucible and increas-

ing the power of the beam until a small hole has formed in the foil, deno-

ting the point of impact.

If the electron gun is equipped with an electromagnetic deflection system,

the correct beam position may be determined by varying the beam position

at constant beam power and monitoring the evaporation rate with a crystal

thickness monitor.

An important point when assessing the performance of the electron gun

system is the type of power supply used. Most electron guns are equipped

with resistance and or inductance limited drooping power supplies. Depen-

ding on the circuitry in the power supply the output voltage can fall off by

as much as 25 % at the maximum load, as shown in fig. 2.

With electrostatic deflection systems the position of the beam spot is

independent of the acceleration voltage since the acceleration voltage

and the deflection voltage are the same. With permanent magnet deflec-

tion systems the deflection radius of the beam varies with the square

root of the voltage. For example, assuming a deflection radius of 25mm

- a typical value - the beam spot will shift nearly 7 mm when the power

supply is fully loaded and the beam will no longer hit the evaporant.

If a magnetic deflection system is used the beam position has to be cor-

rected with every change in power in the manner outlined before. This

211
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rather tedious procedure can be avoided when voltage regulated power
supplies are used.

T Circuit Motor
with Die down
racotwy

Currant Currant

Resistance and or inductanct limited
drooping power supply

Constant voltagt-constant current
powtf supplyFig. 2

A question is just how large the input power to the metal pellet actually

is when angle dependent electron backscattering is taken into account.

With the considerations of a perfectly aimed electron beam with the same

diameter as the evaporant droplet and with a homogenic power distribu-

tion over its total cross section (fig. 3 upper left) one gets the beam spot

area a' as a function of the incident angle?* on a sphere by the expression

a1 = 23T r sin 7f cos ? (fig. 3 lower left). In this case not much power

strikes the evaporant nearly perpendiculary. In reality this function is

a little bend to small angles due to the limited surface tension of the

droplet.
1 2)H. Kanter and P. Sommerkamp ' have measured the power loss due

to backscattering as a function of incident power and incident angle for
various metals. The power absorption coefficients extracted from this
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data exhibit a strong dependence on the atomic number Z of the evaporant

and on the incident angle of the beam on the sunface of the evaporant.

y

1

(

Electron beam
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£
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I
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v.

• \

x dx
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Fig. 3

Fig. 4 shows the power loss due to electron backscattering as a function

of beam energy for Ni and Ta. The values for other elements lie between

these two extremes. Generally speaking the reflected power increases for

isotopes with higher atomic number Z. Tantalum, which exhibits very

straig backscattering, is taken as an example for the following considera-

tion.
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40%

35%

30%

25%

£ *. D O

F i g . 4 Reflected power as a function of beam
energy after Reft

10 keV

The power absorption coefficients (fig. 3 upper right) measured by

Sommerkamp for incident angles of 0 , 45 and 80° are indicated with

their corresponding error bars. The value at 90 is given per definition.

'n order to simplify the integration the angular dependence of the power

absorption coefficient PA C is approximated by the cosine function

PAC = 0.61 cos ' T . Multiplication of PAC with a1 , that is the beam

spot area as a function of incident angle, yields the beam power absorp-

tion PA as a function of incident an^e (fig. 3 lower right). By integrating

over the angle/" between 0 and 90 one obtains the total power absorption

which is equal to 49 %. Of course for elements with lower Z the situation

looks some what better.
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Nevertheless it appears worthwile to consider ways of increasing the power :;

absorption. One consideration is to increase the amount of evaporant, so

that the beam only partially illuminates the sphere. Since the PAC curve

is quite flat to 45° it seems appropriate to increase the size of the sphere

so that the incident angle is 45° at the outer limit of the beam. Then the

total power absorption is 57 %„ On the other hand the increased mass

causes an increase in the contact area between the evaporant and the cru-

cible which is proportional to the third power of the radius of the sphere.

To be exact, heat losses due to conduction and convection are 2.8 times

as large. Heat losses due to radiation are proportional to the area of the
2sphere, and increase with r . I:; this case the radiation loss doubles. The

total increase in heat losses more than offsets the 8 % increase in power

absorption for the large sphere. Summing up: the most efficient energy

transfer is achieved, when the electron beam and the molten droplet have

the same diameter.

Up to now heat losses due to electron backscattering.are only discussed. An

additional energy loss is due to heat radiation, this is proportional to the

fourth power of the '.emperature and easy to calculate. Losses due to ioniza-

tion with the attendant production of secondary electrons and x-rays are

negligible at the low evaporation rates encountered here. More appreciable

losses are due to conduction and convection from the crucible. These are
proportional to the temperature difference between the evaporant and the

base of the crucible. This means that for a water cooled crucible these

losses are hardly reduced when increasing the temperature of the coolant ;

from 320 K to 373 K - the boiling point _ since this difference is negligible i

compared to the temperature of the molten droplet -2890K for molybdenum. I

Another point is that at temperatures near the boiling point of water calcare-

ous depositions increase rapidly. This layer thermally insulates the coolant

from the crucible. Further more a decreased water flow rate may bring i t -

the water to the boiling point and the water vapor is a very good thermal : '

insulator. These effects increase the possibility of melting the crucible
and flooding the vacuum system. ,|
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One of the methods used to reduce conduction and convection losses is

the use of crucible inserts made of metals with very low vapor pressure

or of intermetallic composites. However this schema leads to a uncontroll-

able contamination of the targets and is therefore ruled out.

Manufacturing the crucible itself with such materials is not possible if

thei r thermal conduction is not sufficient to provide adequate cooling. As

a preliminary choice molybdenum and tungsten seem to be suitable. How-

ever tungsten crucibles proved to be unsatisfactory since the high tempera-

ture gradients involved tend to crack this rather brittle material. Molyb-

denum on the other hand is very resistent to this effect.

However, although the heat conduction of molybdenum is only about one

third as large as for copper the measured evaporation rate is only slightly

higher than obtained with the copper crucible. Copper remains as the most

suitable material.

Before use the crucible should be carefully cleaned to remove the oxide

layer on the surface which is usually responsible for copper impurities

in the target produced. Furthermore, when evaporating very expensive

isotopes it is advisable to use a seperate crucible for each kind so that it

is not necessary to remove the remnants of the target material from the

crucible. Experience has shown that it is hard to avoid introducing copper

contaminations in the removal process.

As seen before, electron backscattering can lead to about 50 % loss

in power. Are these backscattered electrons them selves detrimental

to the evaporation prozess?

Considering the energy distribution of the backscattered electrons one
2)finds the experimental data (fig. 5) in the work of Sommerkamp . An

obvious feature in the differential energy distribution is that energies

below 50 eV and energies near the bombarding energy are especially

prominent. The low energy electrons are hardly of any importance. The

componente of the distribution with high energies contribute most to the

energy loss.
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In electrostatic deflection systems the deflection plate only can affect

the backscattered electrons. It is unavoidable that a significant propor-

tion of the electrons strike the surface.

The situation differs when using magnetic deflection systems. If the pole

shoes are suitable formed most of the reflected electrons are deflected

towards the electron gun.

A n electrostatically focussed electron gun manufactured by Veeco and a

gun with magnetic deflection by Leybold-Heraeus was compared. At a

power of 2 kW incident on a copper sphere at a distance of 15 cm the
2

measured electron current was 100 |uA /cm for the Veeco gun but only
2

6 fiA/cm with the Leybold gun.
In any case using an electron gun system in a pyrex bell jar , it is advisable

to coat the inner surface with a metal layer in order to prevent excessive

charge accumulation (up to the acceleration voltage) on the bell j a r .
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At the beginning of the evaporation process the surface of the substrate

is coated with a parting agent and is therefore electically insulated. One

should therefore start off with a very small evaporation rate so that there

is sufficient time for the evaporated layer to discharge. Otherwise sparks

will occur, destroying the parting film and the thin isotope layer by hair-

line cracks. The grounded substrate mount must be constructed in a

manner to ensure that the fringes of the target layer are in good elec-

trical contact with the substrate mount. Once the target has attained a

continous surface and a sufficiently low electrical resistance it is practi-

cally impossible to damage it with impinging electrons. However if the

substrate mount is electrically insulated it can charge up and attain a

voltage approaching the acceleration voltage of the gun. The negative

charge on the substrate will then attract the positive ions from the

plasma near the evaporant damaging the surface of the target by formation

of hillocks and craters due to the bombarding ions as has been shown by
3)A. Barna et al. . Here one must consider that especially the magnetic

deflection systems produce a very large number of positive ions. Low

energy secondary electrons have a very large cross section for ionizing

collisions with neutral atoms.

On the one hand the number of slow secondary electrons is much greater

than the primary beam, on the other hand their mean freepath in the

plasma is very long, since their trajectory is rolled up by the magnetic

field. Nevertheless there is no great danger due to the ions if they do not

gain energy due to an accelerating potential. In modern electron gun evapo-

ration systems the crucible is not at positive potential as in the experiment

of A . Barna et al. Therefore the detrimental effects due to ion bombarde-

ment can be neglected.

The following comment regarding the evaporation process itself should be

given: With the exception of the elements as for example Al, Fe, etc. ,

which forms alloys with the material of the boat electron gun techniques

were utilized in producing targets of elements with low vapor pressures.
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Here the evaporating source radiates a great deal of energy towards the
target. Comparing Mo and Au for example one finds for the same vapor

-2pressures of 10 Torr in both cases the energy impinging on the substrate

is ten times as large for Mo than for Au. Here the only way to avoid des-

truction of the targets is to cool the substrate or to periodically interupt

the evaporation process in order to let the substrate cool of.

The condensation energy liberated on target surface is about 6-10 J /g

atom for all elements with low vapor pressures. Taking a typical distance

between the crucible and the substrate of 10 cm one finds that a conden-
-8 2

sation rate of 5 • 10~ g/cm • s is low enough to ensure that parting agent

layer of for instance 50 ug/cm NaCl will not heat up by more than 10 per

second, which is not detrimental to most inorganic parting agents.
—8

For a 3. 5 mm diameter droplet the stated evaporation rate of 5 ' l o "
2 —2

g/cm • s corresponds to a vapor pressure of 10 Tor r .
By using the tables on vapor pressures and evaporation rates compiled

4)
by Dushman or the vapor pressure tables provided by R . E . Honig
et al . it is easy to determine the surface temperature of the evaporant.

-2
For some metals such as Ge, Al, La, Th, U a vapor pressure of 10

Torr is only obtained at temperatures some hundred degrees above the

melting point. Evaporation of these elements is only possible with very

high energy densities or by using a pulsed electron beam .

Generally speaking the permissable evaporating rates in electron beam

evaporation are comparitively low, so that proportion of evaporant mole-

cules relative to the contaminant molecules in the vacuum can only be held

at a high value by keeping the vapor pressure below lo" Tor r . Otherwise

contamination of the target becomes significant.
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BEAM HEATING OF TARGET FOILS

W. C. Corwin+

Argonne National Laboratory. Argonne. Illinois 60439

In a typical charged particle experiment 100 na of beam

loses 43 keV in a W = 380 ugm/cm PbCl, salt target of density

P =5.85 gm/cm and thickness h = W/p = 0. 65 M. The energy is dissipated

in a 1 mm X 3 mm beam spot of area A = 0. 03 cm in the target at a rate

P = 0. 0043 joules/sec or 1. 0 x 10" calories/sec. The heat generated

in the target may be radiated or conducted away. The temperature, T,

required to radiate the heat away at the required rate to the surroundings

at temperature T = 293 K is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann law,

P = ea2A(T4-T0
4), where a = 5. 67 X 10"8 watts/m2 °K4 and e is the

emissivity. From an emissivity, e, of 1. 0 the temperature required to

radiate the heat is 376 K or 103 C. An emissivity of 0.1 is more likely

requiring a temperature of 618 K = 345 C. The emissivity may be even

less since the target appears transparent and all of the radiating surface

of a solid may not be present in a thin film. The temperature difference

required to conduct the heat away from a round beam spot is given by

the heat conduction equation for cylindrical symmetry,

P = 2TTkhAT (> + ln( — ))"',
rb

where r, = 0. 1 cm is the radius of the beam spot and r. = 0. 64 cm the
b t

radius of the target. Using a conductivity of 2 watts/m C, which is low
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for an insulator and 1% that of aluminum, a conductor, the temperature

difference required is 973°C. The temperature at the edge of the beam

spot is then 993°C but it is 1260° at the center of the beam spot. The

temperature required to radiate the heat away nevertheless is below the

melting point, T = 501 C, of PbCl,. However, if the beam is focused
tn e.

more sharply inadvertently, the temperature could rise much higher. The

conductivity of salts varies from 1 to 10 watts/m C while those of metals

are near 200 watts/m C so a metal target could conduct the heat away

with a 12 C rise in temperature.

If the target is moved so that the beam spot makes a 16 mm

circumference circle on the target, the area that heat is radiated from

can be increased to A =48 mm and the heat can be conducted from
c

r = 4. 0 mm. The Stefan-Boltzmann law can be expanded giving a heat

equation

I -a *7ITL.1« I

AT.• [-».«.*• H^?]
The equUibrium temperature of the beam spot circle for the high speed

rotation limit is AT = 65 C. Radiation is still the dominant cooling effect

but, with motion, conduction alone can hold the temperature to 400 C,

less than the meeting point. The average temperature of the beam spot

circle is then 85 C, substantially less than the temperature of the beam

spot when the target is stationary. However, the temperature of the

11 Ugm of target material in the beam spot with a specific heat of

c = 0.068 cat/°C gm rises at 1300°C/sec to absorb the heat initially
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when die temperature of the target is 20 C and no heat is being radiated

or conducted away. If the target is moved at 1. 9 turns/sec the beam can

heat any part of the target for only 29 m sec at a time so the temperature

can rise only 39 C before that part of the target is out of the beam. The

heat can diffuse away from the spot in a time T = r /a = 0. 83 sec where

the thermal diffusivity , a, is k/pc. The temperature of the moving target

is then a sawtooth between 65 C and 105 C and either radiation or conduction

can keep the temperature below the melting point. With thicker target •. the

conduction limit will not change while the radiation limit will rise. All of

the above temperature calculations are made to a greater precision than

the accuracy values of the given parameters warrant but the effect of

moving the target is illustrated in the sample calculation.

The lifetime of carbon foils is enhanced both by motion and

by heating to about 400 C. Also, carbon foils have been observed to get

thinner above 450 C and thicker when cooler. Radiation is reported to

be not important in heat transfer below 500 C although the above example

o
indicates radiation is effective at 100 C. These tacts suggest that perhaps

the foil is damaged when there is radiation from a single spot only.

A target rotator has been built and used in several

7 8 9
experiments. ' ' It is fully adjustable, holds three targets, is chamber

independent, and takes up limited space. It turns the targets at 1. 9 turns

per sec which is adequate for most experiments; it could easily go faster

by using a Ferrofluidic mechanical feedthrough instead of an O-ring

feedthrough. The target shown in Figure 1 is held firmly by the holder
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shown in Figure 2. The power from the motor at the top of the rotator

assembly shown in Figure 3 reaches the target holder gears through the

hollow 3/4 inch alignment shaft and gears at both ends of the block at tne

top end of the target holder bearing plate. A more versatile wobbler,

shown in Figure 4, requiring less space and using concentric spherical

and cylindrical sealing surfaces is partially built and is being adapted to

a scattering chamber. A more detailed description is to be published.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The target. The 0. 2 inch diameter beam spot circle

surrounds some un radiated target in the center. Newton's

rings can be seen at the edge of the 0. 4 inch diameter

PbCl, film. The carbon foil covers the 0. 5 inch hole in

the 1.0 inch square target frame.

Fig. 2. The rotating target frame holder. The target frame is

guided into place by the shaded 45 surfaces and held in

place by a spring clip on top of the holder shown. A

bearing slides on from the bottom and then a gear is

attached on the bottom.

Fig. 3. The target rotator removed from the chamber showing

the three target frame holders.

Fig. 4. The ball, push rod, and other parts partially assembled.
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FABRICATION OF SELF SUPPORTING METALLIC RARE EARTH TARGETS

USIMG A PIEZO-ELECTRIC QUARTZ AS SUBSTRATE

C.P. BOHETTI
Service Physique Nucleaire

Centra d'Etudes de Bruyeres-le-Chatel
B.P. n° 61,92120, Montrouge, France

presented by P.M. GUAY
Service Chimie Analytique

Centre d'Etudes de Bruyeras-le-Chatel
B.P. n" 61,92120, Montrouge, France

ABSTRACT

We have made metallic self-supporting targets of CERIUM and
o

PRASEODYMIUM of 1 to 2.5 mg/cm on a diameter of 18 urn using the process of

evaporation by electron bombardment .

Materials are placed on a piezo-electric quartz which permits the

direct and precise measurement of the mass of the deposit . Then, such a depos-

it must be removed and placed on a frame in an environment of argon gas .

This method is important because it can be used for small quantities

of materials (case of separated isotopes) . These high purity foils are used

for the study of (d,n) reactions with the Tandem Van de Graaff Accelerator of

our laboratory .

1. Introduction

For nuclear physics research it is sometimes necessary to make self

supporting targets using materials of high purity . Until now rare earth

self supporting targets were deposited on carbon or plastic supports .jTil.

He report here a technique that ua have used to prepare non oxidized,

self supporting, isotopically enriched targets with a small amount of mate-

rial.

2. Technical Principles

2.1 Substrate

Before deposition of the target material by vacuum evaporation, it is

necessary to fabricate a substrate support .
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The temperature at which the substrate deposited is an important parameter since

it can give the target deposit a para—crystalin shape .

2.2. Intercalary deposit

In order to make the separation of the self supporting target from

its substrate possible a parting agent, or intercalary films is put on the

substrate before the target is deposited . The target and substrate are then

seoarated after decomposition of the intercalary film .

2.3. Evaporation

When the quartz and its intercalary deposit have reached the right tem-

perature, the material to be deposited is evaporated in vacuum, by heating it

by electron bombardment in a tantalum crucible .

2.4. Measurement of the depositTnass

The mass of the deposit and therefore the number of atoms in the

target, were measured by piezo-electric quartz technique [2] .

2.5. Purity of deposit

Lanthanides material have a great chemical affinity, so we must

avoid exposing the target to the atmosphere .

Transfer of the deposit froa the evaporator to the glove box was made

using a evacuated chamber . Transport and mounting in the target chamber were

also made in vacuum .

2.6. Glove box

The rare earth foil was separated from its substrate, in a glove box

filled with argon .

3. Description of the evaporator

The evaporator was standard design with an oil diffusion pump and

cooled baffle . The pressure in the evaporator was about 3.10 torr . Mate-

rial was evaporated by electro-bombardment, with a magnetic field that bends

electron beam by 180° .
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The evaporation box was made of Pyrex glass with a metallic lid used

as an upper stage, where the substrate support and the shutting control are

located .

Many atteaps to fabricate self-supporting target were made trying to

find the best parameters to be used for self-supporting targets of ceriun and

praseodymium .

4.1. Crucib1e

Rare earths cannot be evaporated in refractory oxide crucibles (there

is reduction of the oxide) . l«v therefore used a tantalum crucible because no

important chemical reactions occur at the teaparature corresponding to the evap-

oration of Ce or Pr..\ tubular form was choosen for tha crucible because it offe-

red the best concentration of the evaporated molecular b«as> .

4.2. Substrate

Piezo-eleccrical quartz technique is frequently used to measure tha

Mass of material deposited by evaporation . Use of this technique is absolutely

necessary for the very active materials which cannot be weighted a posteriori .

In a classical set up the geometry must allou both substrate and the

quartz to receive part of the evaporated material without distrubing the nolecu-

lar beam . It is therefore necessary to put the substrate far from the evapo-

rating source, requiring the use of a large quantity of the material .

To conserve the rare earth material, we used the vibrating quartz

disk for both substrate, and an apparatus to measure the deposit mass .

Ths circular quartz (*3 : 25 cm) had a 2000 kHz frequency o£ oscilla—

cion . It was standardized by J. JCUANIGOT [3] . The cristal constant was

11.76 pg/cm for AF = »00 Hz . Faces of fna crystals were covered by a 2000 A

layer of nickel . The face destined to receive the deposit of Ce or Pr was

the grounted electrode . A 20 nrn diameter diaphragm was placed 2 tan in front

of the quartz to define the target surface .

The box which contains the substrate (fig. 1) can be shut in vacuum

[4] . The "0" rings of tha t apparatus are nade of "viton" which can be heated

safely to 200*C .
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When the temperature choosen for the substrate is reached it is

necessary to wait about three hours to obtain the stabilization of the quartz

frequency .

Table 1 shows an example of the evolution of the quartz frequency as
the temperature rises .

Frequency (Hz)

1998 769

1998 705

j 1998 818

i 1998 510

1998 500
1 1998 500

; 1998 500

e°c

18

115

180

177

177

177

177

AF (Hz)

0

- 64

+ 49

- 259

- 269

- 269

- 269

At (hour)

0

0.30

1.50

2.50

3.00

4.00

5.00
(

TABLE I : Stabilization of the frequency as a function

of temperature .

Although the temperature increase of Che quartz due to the radiation

from the crucible is small (about 2°C), the measurement of AF is made one hour

after the evaporation, to permit the quartz to reach its equilibrium anterior

temperature .

4.3 Temperature

After several attempts we determined the best temperature for the '

substrate. A iron constantan thermo-couple was used to monitor the temperature

of the box . For cerium, we used a temperature of )60°C and 175°C for the

praseodymium .

/
5. Soluble intercalary deposit

Order to make lanthanide targets that are recoverable , one must use

intercalary films made of materials that are soluble in hydrophobic solvents.
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Plastic cannot be used, because the substrate temperature is too

high . Metallic salts such as K I and Na Cl (soluble in alcohol) produce a

chemical reaction with the rare-earth deposit during the dissolution . Trivalent

chlorides of Ce and Fr produce the same effects and the target becomes brown on

the face which is in contact with the salt .

We have used a liquid detergent solution in a deionised water
3 3

(200 cm of teepol and 100 cm of H.O) to make the intercalary film . The sub-

strate is immersed in the solution and mechanically withdrawn from the solution

at 40 mm/minute . After drying at ambient temperature and cleaning of the

surfaces which are not destined to receive the rare-earth deposit, the quartz

was put in its box .

The density of the film of detergent which remains on the substrate

is about 40 ug/cm .

6. Evaporation

The vapor pressure of both cerium and praseodynium is about 10 torr

at 1400°C . The evaporation rate is 1.6.10 g. cm . s at 1450°C for the

cerium .

The distance from the crucible to the substrate, is a minimum of

600 mm .

The uniformity of the target thickness is determined by calculation

using equation (l)which assumes a point source [Sit

(h2 • s 2 ) 3 / 2

0)

In this equation :

t : thickness on the border of the target,

to : thickness at the center of the target,

h : distance between the crucible and the center o£ the target,

s : radius of the target .

With our parameters wa obtained :

- £ — = 0,96
to
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This result confirms satisfactorily the research made by

H.L. ESCHBACH and A. GRILLOT [6] .

With these conditions the target receives about 8% of the evaporat.i

material .

The crucible was charged with cerium or praseodymium and introduced

in the evaporator box-.It was put in a crucible block of copper, cooled by

circulating water .

The pumping of the box, the thermical stabilization and the stabili-

zation of the quartz for frequencies used, were done with the crucible at

1400°C (measured with an optical pyrometer) . The lid, used as a removable

screen, was retracted and the evaporated material was condensed on the

substrate . The change of the quartz frequency allowed us the determine the

quantity of evaporated material . When a predetermined frequency was reached,

the lid was shut and the electron bombardment stopped .

The temperature of the quartz was stabilized for one hour, before

measuring the frequency used to calculate the deposit mass . The change in

frequency was 8503 Hz for a target of 1 mg/cm .

When the target box had cooled to 50°C, the cover was closed by

means of an airtight two axle sliding and inert gas was introduced in the

target box to avoid oxidation of the deposit .

The target box was put in the argon filled glove-box in which it

was possible to work with a pressure slightly above 1 atmosphere .

7. Separation of substrate

The target box was openedin the glove box which was.filled with a

mixture of drift argon and P. 0, .

, The substrate was immersed in very pure ethanol dried by magnesium.The

cerium or praseodymium foil separated from the quartz after one hour . The

target was withdrawn from the solution using a ring of tantalum (ft interior:

18 mm, 0 exterior : 20 mm), then placed in a transfer box which was evacu-

ated before its removal from the glove-box .

8. Caracteristics of the targets

The self supporting targets of cerium and praseodymium have a usuful
2

diameter 18 sun with thickness between I and 2.5 mg/cm .
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Their mechanical behaviour is excellent and allows extended irradia-

tion with a 1 MA beam of 12 MeV deuterons .

9. Conclusion

A technique of using piezo-eleetrie quartz, as a substrate, has been

adopted to make self supporting targets of a material which can be evapo-.-

ratad at moderate temperature .

This teciinique requires only a small quantity of material and

produces targets with precisely knoun mass .
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FIG, i

SETTIHG OF EVAPORATOR ; (LID IS SHUT)

1) - Upper stage - 2) - Sliding axle - 3) Sliding and turning axle

4) - Heating block - 5) - Heating resistance - 6) - Spring

7) - Lid - 8) - Substrate - 9) Lid support - 10) - Target box

11) - Tantalum crucible - 12) - Material for evaporation .
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MAKINO SUCCESSFUL SULPHIDE TAhGETS

Producing useable Sulphide targets of uniform thickness

is known to be difficult, some Sulphides being more obstinate

than others. Cadmium Sulphide is a typical example, and when

using expensive isotopes the target maker is expected to have

a dependable method. The method described below applies to

Cadmium, Lead, Tungsten 4 Zinc with minor variations.

The cleaning process is of utmost importance and each of the

following steps contributes significantly to good results.

The substrate must first be cleaned with a mild abrasive

powder; if gold is used the pressure applied during cleaning

should be lisht otherwise abrasive particles may be buried

in the surface and could appear as a Silicon reaction. After

abrasive cleaning the substrate is washed in several success-

ive baths of water, the last two being distilled. The water

is removed with Ethyl Alcohol and while still wet with alcohol

is immediately placed in the evaporator and pumping started.

A souare Molybdenum boat is used, about one centimeter square

and one cm. deep with a chimney 3.5 cm. high. The substrate

is placed 6 cm. froni the boat directly above the chimney. It

is advisable to press the compound into a tablet to minimize

"splashing" The aystem must be cold trapped and the pressure
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brought to 5 x 10 Torr. or better.

Start by heating the boat to a cherry red and hold there

for one minute, this heats the substrate to a temperature

necessary to make it receptive to the condensate. At this

point close the high vacuum valve then turn the heat up to

a bright red until the reouired thickness is indicated on the

thickness monitor, the high vacuum valve remains closed until

the the system is let up to atmosphere. It is advisable to

take some precautions because of the toxicity of sulphides, even

to the extent of -wearing a gas mask when opening the system.

If the • evaporator i3 not vented to the outside, the laboratory

should be eouinped with an adeoiiate air handling unit. Cd'^S

targets were made by this method without the aid of temperature

monitoring enuipment and with a minimum waste of isotope.

NOTE: Colour charts show cherry red as 600 to 900°C. and
bright red a s 1100 to 1A5O°C.

Ethyl alcohol does not spoil the pumping speed or
poison the oil.
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PREPARATION OF TARGETS USING AM ISOTOPE SEPARATOR

J. G. Tracy and W. K. Daganhart

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
OaX Ridge, Tennessee 3783O

For several years, the Isotope Separations Section1 of the Chemical

Technology Division has been involved in the preparation of enriched isotopic

ion-implanted targets as well as the doping of semiconductor materials. At

the outset, the major demand was for doping with energetic ion beams, with a

moderate interest in implanted isotopic targets. However, as b result of

the commercial development of ion-implant machines and &n increasing need

for highly enriched isotopic surface-deposition targets for nuclear measure-

ments, emphasis has changed through the years such that the majority of the

effort is currently in the preparation of this type of target.

Of the three types of electromagnetic isotope separators used at ORNL,

the one that best fulfills the needs of target-making is the l80° Oak Ridge

Sector Isotope Separator (ORSIS). This machine, shown schematically in

Fig. 1, is mounted in the gap of a beta-type calutron and uses an inhomo-

geneous magnetic field with a field inhomogeneity of 0.8.

where r is the reference orbit and n is the inhomogeneity. In brief, the

Separator has an orbit radius of 6l cm, a l80° deflection, an object-to-

image distance of ~700 cm, and an acceleration voltage of kO kV. The ion

Rec .•- -ch sponsored by the Energy Research and Development Administration
under contract with the Union Carbide Corporation.
•'•Formerly a Department of the Isotopes Division.
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source for the Separator is of tbe electron bombardment type and employs

side-extrsction silt geometry. Beam currents at the receiver are typically

on the order of a few mini amperes, vhich is about one-tenth the output of

the isotope production separators for the same element. The mass disper-

sion of tbe Separator is equal to 427 (Am) cm and can resolve the masses to

m
give enhancement factors up to 4 x 105. Enhancement factors as defined here

involve the final assay and initial abundance in the following way:

Enhancement Factor - Cf (100 - Co) ,
Co (100 - Cf)

where C and C_ are the initial and final abundances of the isotope. A scan

showing the separation and resolution of three tin isotopes is presented

in Fig. 2.

This separator system, with its modifications, utilizes three high-

voltage supplies. One supply provides control to the source unit, while

the other two supply postaeceleration potential, deaccelerating potential,

beam deflection voltage, and sweep voltage. Tbe particular configuration

used is determined by t.. type of target needed.

The receiver assembly, vhich was constructed especially for target

preparation work, is designed in such a way that the target and collector

box (which houses the targets) are mounted on insulators capable of with-

standing a potential of 40 kV. Figure 5 shows a schematic of the receiver

arrangement. Other features of tbe receiver include: negative electrodes,

grounded electrodes, shutter, and monitoring probes. These elements perform

ths following functions, respectively: suppress electrons, which would cause

erroneous readings, steer and sweep the ion beam; isolate tbe electric field

from the ion beam; cover and protect the target when conditions arc. not
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optimized; and maintain the beam in the proper position.

Interfaced with the Separator is a F0P-8/I computer with memory, stor-

age, and peripheral equipment for surveillance and nominal control of the

Separator. The control functions extend from the ion source to the control

of the ion energy at impact, which is particularly Important when preparing

highly enriched isotopic surface-deposited targets. Tbe operating system

is sufficient to apply to any collection by simply providing the necessary

information concerning the particular target specifications, such as the

ion energy, the desired nuclide, and tbe mwrtTunm and "!"<""» ion currents

required.

In preparing a particular target, charge materials of high chemical

purity are chosen in an effort to minimize contamination due to complex ion

formation or by isobars which appear in tbe same mass spectrum. Source and

collector parts are thoroughly cleaned to remove any residual material from

previous collections. The target holder is vacuum outgassed to prevent

charge exchange, which results In false ion current readings.

The target backings are mounted on a holder and placed in the collector

box (see Figs, k and 5). The computer, which provides constant surveillance

of the operating parameters, determines when all conditions are within

prescribed limits and then opens the shutter to allow the beam to strike

the target area. The number of ions striking tbe target(s), and bence tbe

quantity of the deposit, is constantly monitored by using a current

integrator.

Surface depositions and low-energy (below hO key) ion-implanted targets

are prepared by applying a positive retarding potential :o the collector.

In preparing targets for surface deposition, special emphasis is placed on
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FIG. 4 Exploded View of Target Holder
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accurately determining and controlling the ion energy. In the event that

medium-energy ions (ho to 80 keV) are required to meet the user's specifica-

tions, these are obtained by reversing the potential at the receiver so that

the particles are postaccelerated into the particular substrate. For

energies above 80 keV, it is necessary to select a multiply-charged ion of

the desired isotope. In Older to increase the production of multiply-

charged ions, arc supplies from the Sector and those from an additional

power supply have been connected in series to provide the capability of

increasing the electron energy in the arc up to 600 eV.

A number of thin, surface-deposition targets have been prepared in the

ORSIS in the last several years, primarily for coulomb excitation studies.

These targets typically have a line shape whicb measures 1.5 mm x 1 cm.

They are deposited on suitable backing materials which are 20 to 100 ng/cm2

thick. Depositions of 25 to 75 ng/em2 of the desired isotope with ion

energies of ~200 eV are typical of the thin targets prepared in the Separator.

Targets with these specifications will be used as examples in the following

discussions.

Random mass assays of microgram-sized samples have been obtained from

target slits mounted inside the decel receiver box and directly in front of

the target. Typical assay results are shown in Table 1. It should be noted

that the ion beam did not strike directly on all the surfaces where the

samples were taken; thus it seems reasonable to assume that the isotopic

purity of the target itself would be slightly higher than shown here.

Every effort is made to avoid chemical contamination of targets. To date,

we know of only two instances where impurities were present. In each case,

the source of these impurities was traced to the charge material. The



TABLE I

Assay Comparison of ORSIS Targets

and Calutron Separated Isotopes

I
Isotope

* • *
1 5 SD3r

X 6 2 E r

l 6 4 Er

154Gd

* Estimated

Natural Abundance ORSIS
Charge Target

(#) (*)

0.052^

0.0902

O.156

1.56

2.15

99.53^

98.91

99.26

99.56

99.56

Calutron
Single Pass

(*)

20.9

25.78

20.k

62.7

66.95

Calutron
Second Pass

(*)

93.2

-95.0 *

98.96

99.77

99.55

M
(Ji

• }(

I!
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charge contained small quantities of chemical contaminants which formed

molecular ions having the sane mass as the target isotope. A special effort

is made to ensure that this will not recur.

The amount of material deposited on the substrate is determined by the

use of a current integrator. Deposited samples, needed for other reasons,

have been chemically recovered and analyzed by isotopic dilution methods.

The amount recovered from decel-type collections has been within lOf> of the

monitored values. While we can verify the amount collected, we have not

attempted to measure the uniformity of the deposit; however, it is known

that the beam intensity over the area is homogeneous, which should result

in a reasonably uniform layer. The deposition area is clearly outlined by

defining slits placed ~1 mm in front of the target. Figure 6 shows a

typical surface deposition target on a 60-ng/cm2 carbon backing. Many other

surface depositions have been made with a variety of specifications, such

as size, shape, ion energy, thickness, and backing material. The target

shape and size can be altered by changing the defining slits, by moving the I
I

target behind the focal point, or by applying a sweep voltage to the elfic- \

trode in the collector region. Ion energies as low as 50 eV and deposits as 3

thick as 1 mg/em2 have been achieved in reproducible experiments. I

In addition to targets prepared by the surface deposition of enriched I

isotopic material, ion-implanted targets ranging from a few keV to 350 keV \

have been made. For example, He5 ions were collected using a total accel- |

erating voltage of 70 kV. The maximum ion energy that can be obtained is g

the product of the total accelerating voltage and the charge state. The §

particle current, which is highly dependent on the charge state, differs

considerably from element to element.



FIG. 6 Typical Surface Deposition Target
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The effort required in making targets in the Separator by direct

deposition varies considerably from target to target and is dependent on a

number of factors. Some of the most important of these are: natural

abundance of the desired isotope, ion output of the element involved, num-

ber of like targets which cau be prepared either simultaneously or with the

same source and receiver, assembly, and the amount of oaterial deposited.

Target preparation in the Separator is a full-cost recovery operation that

must integrate man-hours involved in equipment assembly and actual Separator

operation.

One of the most attractive features of ion-deposited targets, especially

those prepared by deacceleration, is the high isotopic purity of the

deposited material. As indicated in Table 1, the same (or higher) assay

quality can be obtained directly in the Sector as in two passes through an

isotope production separator.

The ORSIS is important to the nuclear research community because of

its capability for supplying highly enriched targets (>99#) in a single

preparation starting with a feed having a very low (<LS&) natural abundance.

In addition, the thin, uniform deposits can be highly attractive in the

field of heavy-ion research.
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Preparation of Calcium-Separated Isotope Targets Using Small Samples

G. E. Thomas

Argonne National Laboratory. Argonne. Illinois 60439

Abstract

Targets are routinely evaporated

using a few milligram quantities of separated

isotopes of calcium with reducing agents. The

source to target distance is 3. 0 cm with the

substrate, if necessary, as thin as 15 Kg/cm

carbon or 100 Mg/cm of gold. A tantalum

closed boat, heat shield, and special collimator

system are used.

Work supported by the U. S. Energy Research and Development
Administration.
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Preparation of Calcium-Separated Isotope Targets Using Small Samples

G. E. Thomas

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439

Introduction !
i
j

Many of the experiments, particularly at the tandem ]
•;I

Van de Graaff and Dynamitron accelerators at Argonne National j
I

Laboratory, use calcium targets of either natural-abundance 1
l

material or separated isotopes. The thickness of the targets which |
i

must be deposited varies frotn 5 l-ig/cm to 500 Hg/cm . Because of j

the high cost of some of the separated isotopes, it is desirable to use i

a minimum of such material. Our methods have evolved from our |

first initial efforts which depended largely on black magic and luck - - I

and for which the quality of the targets obtained varied greatly from |

one evaporation to the next - - t o the procedure used today which has f

a certain amount of logical basis and yields reproducible results jj

rather routinely. However, there are still times when, because of

such things as "a humid or cloudy day", it is difficult to evaporate a

good target.

Our needs are somewhat different from that described

by Stinson for the evaporation of Calcium metal. A new evaporation

system has been purchased with the purpose of producing better
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targets faster. It has a high pumping speed with a good ultimate

vacuum but it was soon discovered that commercial evaporation

systetns often need tnodixications before they are suitable for use

with thin, fragile targets. For example, when we first loaded the

evaporator with several targets having thin carbon substrates and

turned on the roughing pump switch, the valve opened with a POOMPF

and all the carbon substrates disappeared. Some adjustments had to

be made to the automatic valving system.

Procedure

If in a calcium evaporation one starts with the compound

calcium carbonate, there are two basic reactions which occur in our

method of evaporating a target. They are the following:

1. CaCO + heat -» CaO + CO

2. ZCaO + Zr -» ZrO + 2Ca (Zr is an example of several

reducing agents that can be used. )

It doesn't really make much difference whether one starts with the

carbonate or oxide. We have converted the carbonate to the oxide by

heating it in a platinum boat to 1000 (Ref. 2) in an air atmosphere but

it works just as well to heat it under vacuum at the beginning of the

evaporation.

In our procedure, the calcium carbonate is first mixed

with a reducing agent and then pressed into a pellet using the die shown
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in Fig. 1. The pellet shown in the figure will produce a 100 Mg/cm

target. The close contact of the materials in the pallet causes more

complete and easier reduction. Also, after evaporation the pellet

can again be weighed to determine the completeness of evaporation.

The pellet is then placed in a closed tantalum boat made

from a piece of 1/4'' dia. tantalum tubing. A 1 mm dia. hole is drilled

in the center of the tub* for evaporation and the ends are pinched ehut.

This is shown in Fig. 2 with the electrodes on either side and the

thickness monitor above. With a closed boat such as this, one can

better confine the heat and in addition the target yield is a factor

of two higher than one wo-̂ ld expect from a solid-geometry calculation

using an open boat The heat shield shown in Fig. 3 is then mounted

above the boat. It is made from a piece of tungsten 1/32" thick with

a 1/8" dia. hole which will allow evaporation of the calcium and at the

same time give a certain amount of protection to the substrate from

the heat generated.

The collimator shown in Fig. 4 is next placed over the

heat shield and carefully aligned with the center of the target frame.

It is a combination of stainless steel sheet and tubing to produce a

collimator 3/8" I. D. and 3/16" high. If one has a 1/2" dia. hole in

the target frame and a 3/8" dia. target, there is a carbon substrate

ring between the frame and thj target which will flex and reduce the

chance of breaking the target substrate during evaporation or when it
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is exposed to the accelerator beam. Also, if the target is evaporated

over the whole substrate, the target and substrate have a tendency

to roll off of the target frame during evaporation.

We art' now ready to start the evaporation. The thickness

monitor is placed about 5 cm above the boat so that one can tell from

the monitor when the calcium just starts to evaporate. The temperature

is then raised until the vacuum gets poorer which is the signs! that the

calcium carbonate is reducing1 to calcium oxide. After *he vacuum

recovers, the temperature is raised until the monitor shows that the

evaporation is just starting. Th<? target frame is then inserted into the

position shown in Fig. 5 and the temperature raised to that point •v-hich

has been previously shown, by having no target in the beam and evaporating

onto the monitor only, will completely evaporate the calcium. Since

the target is only 3. 0 cm from the boat it is important to raise the

temperature only high enough for evaporation to occur in order to

reduce the possibility of excess heat destroying the substrate. The target

frame is left in the beam for ~25 seconds, or longer, depending on

the evaporation thickness needed, and then removed immediately. If

left longer thy target substrate may be destroyed or due to excess heat

some of the calcium may re-evaporate off of the carbon substrate.

The target is then transferred In a vacuum transfer

system to a storage chamber having a vacuum of 10 Torr. Calcium

targets of this thickness must be kept in a vacuum at all times to retain

their quality.
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Analysis

Several measurements have been made with an optical

pyrometer to determine the temperature at which calcium evaporations

occur using various reducing agents. The results of these measurements

are shown on the graph in Fig. 6. First, we find that at 10 Torr,

CaCO reduces to CaO at a temperature of 750°C—900°C. The actual

evaporation temperature, if one uses CaO with no reducing agent, is

~17OO°C. With Zr as a reducing agent it is towered to J325°C and with

Y to 1200 C. Since, with these small samples of expensive separated

isotopes we are evaporating at a distance of only 3. 5 cm, one can readily

see that it is very important to use a reducing agent that will lower the

evaporation temperature as much as possible and thus minimize the heat

generated.

4)We have made a study with R. Ackerman to determine

which reducing agents are best from the standpoint of free energy change.

The results of his calculations are shown in Table I. For comparative

examples, if one uses titanium as a reducing agent the free energy change

is 33 kilocalories per mole, with zirconium it is 15, and for yttrium it

is a low of -4. 7. From our experience yttrium as a reducing agent does

evaporate calcium at the lowest temperature of those reducing agents

listed in the table. As a check to verify that calcium is actually evaporating

when one uses yttrium as a reducing agent, we find that yttrium alone

evaporates at a much higher temperature than calcium plus yttrium (~1500°C).
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We do not find lanthanum to be a suitable reducing agent

in our procedure because it actually melts before it reduces. This

apparently causes sputtering, which destroys the carbon substrate

before any calcium evaporates. This may be no problem if evaporating

onto a thick substrate.
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Reaction

Ti + 2 CaO -» TiO + 2 Ca

Table I
*

Agents for CaO

Free Energy Change
(STD Conditions)

66

31

13

3

- 1 4

F E C
per mole Ca

33

15.5

4 . 3

1 .5

-4.7

Zr +2CaO-» ZrO2 + 2Ca

2 La + 3 CaO -• La2O + 3 Ca

Th + 2 CaO -» ThO2 + 2 Ca

2 Y + 3 CaO -» Y2O + 3 Ca

* o
Calculations made for Temp, at 1500 K.
Kilo calories for equation as written. Values courtesy

ofR. J. Ackerman, Argonne National Laboratory.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Die used to press mixture of calcium and release agent

into a pellet.

Photograph showing closed tantalum boat and evaporation

electrodes.

Photograph showing heat shield over the closed boat.

Photograph which illustrates the collimation system as

well as the thickness monitor.

Photograph of the target in position for evaporating.

Graph of power output of system vs. temperature (degrees C)

of closed boat and indicating evaporating temperatures of

various materials used.
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